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WELCOME TO A NEW LOOK SCENE AND
BEHIND THE SCENES.
By Sally Robertson
As we draw close to the launch of our new website, review how
communication works within ISTA, examine how we engage with social
media and having reached our 7th year with the current logos, we felt it
was time to revisit ISTA’s branding. What better forum to begin this process
than by asking Rose to work her magic on Scene and Behind the Scenes.
And to subsequently see how these ideas can feed into branding across the
organisation.
With such a huge amount of inspiring words Rose has created a new format
that allows each article to shine. She has developed a new, clean, fresh design
allowing the words to breathe, by introducing large, monotone photography
which compliments both words and layout. New fonts have been selected
for a welcoming read that is pleasant on the eye. A new colour splash has
been created – aqua for our summer (beach reading!) issue with a palette
from which more colours can be chosen for future issues. Photos have been
worked on to remove grey tones and to give a more dramatic effect.
Changes will continue to appear in all kinds of communication from Scene
to the new website, to Facebook, to written documents as we develop a
new look and feel that represents our member schools, teachers, artists and
students who together, collaboratively, help us continue to change the world
through theatre and education.
I am delighted to be working with Tommy Tonkins (new website design and
build, communication and marketing) and Rose Robinson (branding and
design) as we embark on this hugely exciting and timely project for ISTA.

BY EMMY ABRAHAMSON
HAPPY 15 YEARS AND 55 ISSUES, SCENE! Fifteen years
ago, August 2002, saw the birth of Scene. The theme was
“Bali’s island dream” and it had a total of 4 articles, including
an interview with me. One of the other contributors was
Mike Pasternak who I am pleased has also contributed to
this issue showing how ISTA really is for life.
In this issue we have a record breaking 66 contributors and as
we are celebrating both 15 years of Scene as well as our 55th
issue, we decided to make the theme all about the number
five. But what started as an issue simply focussing on fives
has become an issue celebrating so much more: community,
longevity, respect, culture and pure, unfiltered excitement
and joy. We have the funny, poignant, cringeworthy and
profound – as well as the incidental and huge or significant
and relatively insignificant sitting beside each other – helping
define who the International Schools Theatre Association is.
Reading all of these contributions – from students, parents,
teachers, heads of schools and artists – you realise the
impact ISTA has on people, whether someone’s ISTA
experience is a one off or sometimes over decades. ISTA is a
highlight and a break from the ordinary, the routine and the
humdrum of everyday life. It is not for naught that we call
our three days of theatre experiences for “festivals”, a period
of celebration. Throughout the issue we also get glimpses of
different eras within our history. We probably never want
to see a Bucharest festival happen like that again but it is
all part of who we were and are. Humour is also such a
defining characteristic of ISTA and our ability to get on
with things without judgement. Even without toilet paper
or suffering from motion sickness or confronted with scary
insects, we overcome these problems with a laugh, a smile
and an entertaining story to share. Because ISTA is also
about sharing stories about what it means to simply be a
human being.
The respect and professional image that we have earned
from senior administrators in international schools – which
we have worked so hard for – means the world to us and is
both cherished and valued. And it is the profound sense of
community that shines through all of the contributions. There
is a culture and ethos that binds us together: we all share a
real love and passion for what ISTA stands for. ISTA is truly
global yet at the same time the same wherever an event
may take place. ISTA in Africa is really no different from
how ISTA is perceived in the Americas. We don’t have
different heads or hats, we all just want to come together to
share exciting drama experiences. We have unified common
interests, attitudes and characteristics, and though we may
not be in the same place geographically we are in the same
place - because our place is ISTA.
So get yourself a cup of tea or coffee, sit back and enjoy
reading all of these wonderful stories. They are milestones,
not just mentioned in the milestones section, but throughout
the entire issue. They are all key moments in our history.
They are the beautiful colour palette of ISTA.

5 milestones
THE BEGINNING OF
SCENE
By Jo Doidge
I had to search through my old archives
to find out how long my association with
ISTA has been, trouble is they only go back
as far as 2004 and I know it’s been much
longer so I’m guessing early noughties.
Nevertheless it’s been a relationship that
has developed over the years to one of
mutual respect and understanding.
When I met Sally for the first time I could
tell that she was going to be a really easygoing client, not easy to find in this business
I can tell you. I remember the first edition
of Scene that I worked on when I had
to pick up from where another designer
had started (this is a pet hate of a graphic
designer) but over the years Sal has
given me the artistic freedom and trust to
design Scene, Behind the Scenes and other
publications without question. I left that job
over 10 years ago but Sal and ISTA and
I have continued our working relationship;
I have to juggle the work of my regular
job, as a graphics lecturer at a local
college, but everyone at ISTA is always so
accommodating. It actually doesn’t feel like
a job as I get to put into practice all the
stuff I teach my own students.
I hope that Sally doesn’t mind me saying
this but for a few years when Scene came
around, it was quite a chaotic process; Sal
was always on the go and seemed to
be spinning so many plates (in the time
I’ve known her she moved to Australia,
then back to Cornwall and then back to
Australia) and then I had my son back
in 2010 - it always felt like we got it to
print by the skin of our teeth. Don’t get me
wrong, for some bizarre reason it worked
for both of us and I always enjoyed our
communication (via email) but nowadays
with Emmy being at the helm and things
being calmer at home i.e. I don’t have a
needy toddler anymore just a 6-year
old going on sixteen, the process is much
smoother.
Every time I get the brief - I say brief in
the loosest sense - for the cover of Scene
or other publications I think through lots
of ideas before I decide which one and
I always wait with anticipation on the
feedback and it is always one of great
appreciation. Thankfully through my
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teaching I am more creative now than
when I was a fulltime graphic designer.
Teaching a new generation of graphic
designers and illustrators keeps me on my
toes and makes me aware of current trends
within this area and so it’s lovely when I
get an opportunity to apply what I teach
as I rarely get a chance to do anything
creative outside of my job(s). It’s also a
great way for me to keep up my CPD
(Continued Professional Development) and
when teaching students it’s always nice to
be able to talk about the realities of graphic
designing; students seem to respect the fact
that I’m not just teaching theoretical stuff
but speaking from actual experience.
So I have a lot to be thankful for ISTA
and I hope that our relationship keeps
going from strength to strength. There is
something very special about the team,
and although I don’t meet up with Sal and
the team very often these days, I always
feel like part of their community.

THE BEGINNING OF TAPS
By Alan Hayes
I guess I’m now an officially “old” IB Theatre
teacher. Why? Well, I can remember
when TaPS, the Theatre arts Programme
Symposium, started. I didn’t attend the
first TaPS in Stratford upon Avon but
I certainly remember my colleague Liz
Stephan talking about it. I was new to
the international school circuit, teaching
middle school, so it wasn’t until 1994 when
I started teaching IB Theatre that I took my
IB Theatre students to TaPS.
The first TaPS took place in 1991. ISTA
had the very clever idea of creating a
symposium where students and their
teachers worked together, created
together and saw powerful theatre which
they could use as discussion points in their
classes when they returned back to school.
I remember very well the first time I went
to TaPS. At that time ISTA was organising
all of the housing. Every school stayed in a
chintz covered Bed & Breakfast. Usually an
older English couple would greet me and
my students, and try to figure out where
we were all from. Lots of languages, lots
of energy, lots of laughter. We saw great
performances by the Royal Shakespeare
Company, worked with other teachers on
the IB Theatre curriculum and partook in
master classes in cold church halls. Peter

Wilkins, former ISTA Executive Council
Member and former Deputy Chief
Examiner of IB Theatre Arts, provided a
programme from the early years of ISTA.
It should make us proud that even in 1993
a workshop was given on gender and
dramatic literature. Usually every evening,
after the performances, we would meet in
a pub for pints and exchange stories. For
most of us who were the only IB Theatre
teacher in our schools it was a time to share
ideas, good practice and horror stories.
So... always Stratford, always Bed
& Breakfasts and always the Royal
Shakespeare Company. It was a great
combination and one that left me with
many fond memories. However, things
change, and so did TaPS. It started to
grow. No longer just one TaPS, due to the
number of interested students and teachers,
ISTA had to add a second weekend.
Stratford upon Avon is charming but not
the easiest place to get to. Living in Brussels
it was easy for me and my students to get
there. I would take them for one overnight
in London, see two plays then hire a bus
to take us all through the West Midlands
to Stratford but schools were coming from
Asia and the Middle East, so we moved
to London. Easier to get to, London gave
the students a great opportunity to see
different styles of theatre and experience
the energy of the city. We moved but we
kept the intimacy of working all together
in an old church hall.
Then ISTA grew again and created
TaPS for students and IB workshops for
teachers. During 2016-2017, just 25 years
after the first group of ISTA teachers
came up with the original idea for TaPS
there are now student TaPS in Stratford
upon Avon, London, Chiang Mai, New
York and Hong Kong, and teacher IB
workshops in Albuquerque, Manchester,
Atlanta, Singapore, New York and Hong
Kong, and students and teachers alike are
experiencing master classes with theatre
companies like Complicite and Frantic
Assembly. TaPS has changed, gotten
bigger, more polished, further reaching…
but some things haven’t changed. Teachers
and students from different schools
around the world are learning, seeing and
talking about theatre and the IB Theatre
programme... sometimes over beers...
sometimes not.
>>

“IT SHOULD MAKE US PROUD THAT
EVEN IN 1993 A WORKSHOP WAS
GIVEN ON GENDER AND DRAMATIC
LITERATURE.”

<<

done through authorised IB channels.

GOING VIRTUAL FROM THE ISTA
OFFICE

Following an inspiring visit by Dr Ian Hill to a TaPS, we began
exploring ways to work more closely with the IB. At the same
time Mike Pasternak, ISTA President, and Sally began many
soul-searching conversations about the inequity in IB DP Theatre
training across the globe. Our vision was to build a programme
of training across regions that was of the highest quality as well
as being consistent and accurate in delivering the message of IB
and Theatre Arts. The DP Theatre Arts course was acknowledged
as a delight to teach but, at that time, lent itself to much
misinterpretation and this was something thorough and inspiring
training could tackle.

By Jen Tickle
“I work remotely - please contact me for a physical address” it
says at the bottom of my email which kind of makes me feel as
if I have been uploaded, like a character in Tron. Unlike some of
the team, I never actually worked in the ISTA office, although I
always enjoyed visiting it.
It’s very odd, working in a virtual environment. Despite the fact
that I am on my own little Caribbean island (well, not my own,
obviously, because I’m not a multi-millionaire but you get my
drift) I actually feel quite close to the hosts that I work with as
we scribble away in our shared online workspace. Often, visiting
teachers tell me they can’t wait to see me, assuming that I am in
all the lovely locations that they are about to visit. That’s really nice
to hear. Sometimes people complain that I never write back in a
timely manner and I have to remind them that they always email
me in the middle of my night. Virtual I may be but I’m not 24/7!
Working virtually through different timelines does allow me to be
a bit flexible with my days which is great - it means I can go for
a run before it gets too hot and work into the evening if I need to.
Those of you who work at a desk must, like me, get quite a numb
bottom from time to time. I think most of us find ourselves doing
odd yoga poses at various points throughout the day just to stay
relatively flexible.
I love the opportunity to collaborate and meet people all around
the world but it can get quite lonely, sitting on your own tapping
away at the keyboard. Skype is a life saver. It really helps with
building relationships. I’ve planned festivals when cooking the
dinner while the host on the other end did playground duty in the
rain, 12,000 miles away. We have regular “office” Skype meetings,
although they can be quite tricky to coordinate, timewise. If Sally
and I want to talk one of us has to do the night shift and the other
the crack of dawn. But it’s worth it. I have a confession... when we
do group Skypes sometimes there are eight of us, all arranged in
neat little boxes on the screen. And we talk and chat and make
plans and are very focused… and then I notice myself and I think:
“Do I really look like that?”... and then I think: “What if my hair
went this way?”... and then I think: “I wonder what plastic surgery
on my forehead would look like?”... And then I remember that it’s
not a mirror and seven other people can see exactly what I am
doing.

June 2006 - a visit by ISTA’s CEO to the North Americas
workshop providers meeting in Florida. Ralph Cline, then head of
PD for North America had invited Sally to attend the event to pitch
the idea of ISTA taking over DP Theatre training in that region.
Ralph was convinced, rightly so, that if all the workshop providers
agreed not to offer Theatre trainings and hand over delivery to
ISTA, the initiative of a unique, coherent provider would offer a
successful model. And, after frank and comprehensive negotiations
– an agreement was reached.
What followed was centralised training for workshop leaders
facilitated by the IB and then Subject Manager for DP Theatre,
Dr Jennifer Hartley. A core group of workshop leaders then began
delivering workshops across all regions sensitive to the influences
of local community pressures but consistent with IB ethos. A central
part of our goal was to have workshop leaders work outside their
regional base thus offering opportunities for teachers in any region
to work with different workshop leaders.

Next time you email one of us, we may well be reading it from
downward dog position. And if we Skype and I start pulling really
funny faces, remind me that you can see me.

Slowly, but persistently, change occurred. Feedback was, and still
is, hugely positive about ISTA’s DP training. Teachers, time and
again, express their gratitude for the high standards of androgyny,
pedagogy and clarity of programme delivery. Pragmatically, over
the last ten years, this has resulted in student scores increasing
globally and teachers turning to ISTA for high quality training,
support, affirmation and community networking. Innovations
in IB Theatre-type workshops has steadily occurred with ISTA
personnel at the leading edge of these developments. Category 1,
2 and 3 IBDP (online and face2face) Theatre, IBDP Literature and
performance and IBDP Film (a workshop geared to supporting
increased use of video in IB Theatre) trainings now fall under
the auspices of ISTA teacher workshops. Looking back, Sally
fondly remembers sitting in that balmy conference room in Florida
with other workshop providers and their aghast reactions to our
proposal; wondering why on earth we would want to launch a
global project that would yield so little pecuniary reward. But ISTA
has never been solely about balancing books rather also about
nurturing a network of pedagogical support for collaborative
artistic growth in a multicultural, global village of arts practitioners.

ISTA BECOMING THE GLOBAL
PROVIDER FOR IB THEATRE TRAINING

YCIS BEIJING BECOMING ISTA’S
200TH MEMBER SCHOOL

By Sally Robertson and Mike Pasternak

By Daniel Pearton

As with most ISTA stories, this one begins with people and
conversations. As far back as the mid-1980s when we’d begun
producing the Theatre arts Programme Symposium, TaPS, in
Stratford upon Avon, United Kingdom, member teachers asked if
we could provide training in DP Theatre. We started informally,
by offering general DP workshops for teachers accompanying their
students but soon ran into tensions when teachers told us that their
schools would not fund them for “official” training as this had to be

In 2013 I embarked on my first overseas teaching post at Yew
Chung International School of Beijing. Before this I had lived and
worked in Australia within the public education system. This new
post was consequently quite different from what I had experienced
in the past. Living in Beijing was vastly different compared to my
life in Brisbane, Australia. When I started at YCIS Beijing there
hadn’t ever been an IB Theatre programme, however, this year
we will have our first graduating class.

In 2015, I attended my first ISTA/IB workshop in Singapore.
It was there that I was introduced to ISTA through one of my
university classmates, Jeremy Otto, who was working as the
ISTA Rep at this event. My experience throughout my first two
years in Beijing hadn’t allowed me to build many relationships
with other artists and theatre teachers in China. My connections
had been through the people I had known or worked with in
the past and my knowledge of theatre was very “Australian”. It
was in Singapore where I met Sally Robertson who explained the
wonderful opportunities that existed within the ISTA community
and from this moment I was hooked.
After returning from Singapore, I quickly joined ISTA as I saw the
benefits for our school community and in particular the students
we teach. Following this we had groups of students participate
in two Beijing festivals. I took the IB Theatre and IGCSE students
to the Keystone Academy high school festival and the junior
secondary students to the middle school festival at WAB. These
two festivals were incredibly beneficial for all of our students and
also myself. The excitement they gained from participating in these
events was absolutely wonderful. The festivals helped to build even
more excitement about drama in our school. Our students were
given the opportunity to collaborate and work with other students
from Beijing international schools. For myself, I was also given
the same opportunity to develop connections with other Beijing
international school drama teachers.
From these experiences I decided to host the 2017 middle school
festival here at YCIS Beijing. The world of theatre is one that I
am passionate about and have been living since an early age
when I was first introduced to theatre as a primary school student.
Throughout my career I have promoted and believed in the
positivity of allowing students to participate in the arts and the
value which is added to their lives through this participation. By
connecting with ISTA this has been made more possible and I am
excited about the future prospects that exist from our partnership. •

“IT WAS IN
SINGAPORE
WHERE I MET
SALLY ROBERTSON
WHO EXPLAINED
THE WONDERFUL
OPPORTUNITIES
THAT EXISTED
WITHIN THE ISTA
COMMUNITY
AND FROM THIS
MOMENT I WAS
HOOKED.”

ONE 11-15 YEAR OLD

5 students

Kavin Kapoor from Singapore American
School
Our group of 22 were sweating when we
departed Singapore but freezing when we
arrived in Moscow, Russia. It was a big
leap for us to adjust from 29ºC to -16ºC.
Regardless of the temperature, it was the
warmth of the hospitality and culture that
we were brought into which created the
long-lasting memories we left with. Our
school trip to the ISTA Moscow middle
school festival was a learning experience
of a lifetime. As young drama enthusiasts,
we were immersed in Russian culture,
drama workshops and fun activities which
you wouldn’t be able to do in Singapore
(cough cough: snowball fights).
I was thrilled to be one of the five lucky
boys from 8th grade to be selected. I
auditioned on 28th September 2015 which
was pretty close to the start of school.
And by November I was shopping for
winter jackets and snow boots in sunny
Singapore. While this year’s ISTA was full
of returning 7th graders, it was my first
time. In fact, the whole trip was just a
collage of first time experiences for me.
We left at the stroke of midnight on 25th
January 2016 and arrived 15 hours later
in Moscow. I remember vividly how all of
our tired, jet-lagged eyes instantly turned
awake at the first sight of snow. It was
the first time I had ever seen or felt real
snow. Our teacher chaperones Ms. Dowd
and Ms. Fulcher’s thoughtfully planned
itinerary took us straight to the Red Square
where we saw the iconic Kremlin and St.
Basil’s Church, and ended our long day
with an amazing night of ice-skating.
I hilariously slipped on my face each
day after that. And - thanks to modern
technology - it was all recorded.

ONE 9-11 YEAR
Bailey Cherry from the Canadian International School of Hong Kong
When ISTA came to our school, I had such an enjoyable time. Every activity was fun
and I got to make new friends with people I didn’t know that well before. ISTA grew
my imagination and confidence. I specifically remember how much fun it was when we
got to share what we had been learning with other students at the end of the week. To
sum it all up, ISTA was an extremely pleasant experience that I’d love to do again.

After three days of touring with our
awesome guide, we reached the AngloAmerican School of Moscow. At the
theatre festival, I added more first time
experiences to my list, such as being hosted
by a local family, hanging out at a Russian
mall - and above all - showcasing a final
performance we made from scratch and
perfected in just three days. We learned
the important skill of working with others
and coming out of your comfort zone. We
were also taught skills in improvisational
acting, character development, physical
acting and projection. Our final
performance was a combination of what
we brought with us and what we learned
during the festival.
ISTA is all about teaching us the
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importance of life experiences. Just from
one trip, I had about 20 new challenges
and encounters. ISTA is all about putting
yourself out there and showing the world
who you can truly be. I am very grateful
to my parents and all my teachers who
believed in me and supported me to help
make this trip possible. Our chaperones
Ms. Fulcher and Ms. Dowd provided us
with affection, care, humour and memories
for us to bring home. The starting point for
the festival was Out of this world. It means
your acting and drama can tell stories that
are far away from our planet: stories that
can even be beyond our solar system. You
just need to grab life as it comes and put
yourself out there. Share passionately and
welcome the opportunities for firsts in your
life. It’s all about trying something new.
ISTA was all about the experiences I had
with old and new friends, snow, language,
culture and food. To me, it meant learning
new things about myself, taking on life as
it comes and enjoying the ride.

ONE 15-18 YEAR OLD
Faith Quigley from Santa Margarita Catholic
High School United States of America
Looking back at who I was before this trip
I would never be able to fathom the idea
that in eleven days my whole world could
be shaken up and turned upside down.
As a frequent traveller I, of course, was
looking forward to visiting London and
Prague, but it almost felt as if the time we
were going to spend in Terezin was left
in the shadows and pushed to the back
of my mind. Well, what an experience to
underestimate.
I could tell you about the seven-ish days
we spent sightseeing in two of the most
beautiful cities in the world and how seeing
Europe, and exploring theatre with my
closet friends, was magical and in itself
easily one of the best weeks of my life. But
why not tell the story of three days in the
dirtiest and most disturbing city I have ever
visited? Why not tell the story of how I
met the most incredible students from
around the world and connected to these
artists on a deeper level in three days than
one could ever even dream of?
When we arrived in Terezin, I was
completely in the dark on what this
experience would hold and to be quite
honest sad because after the bright lights
and stunning architecture of London and
Prague I was underwhelmed with the
blandness of this small town. We ate
dinner in the dining hall clumped together
in our familiar school group and tried to
inconspicuously eye the other schools to see
who they were and what they were like

but within hours after dinner the common
room on the first floor was filled with
students from our school, Vienna, Portugal
and Russia. The energy was tangible and
the smiles contagious as we played games
and shared stories, and from this moment
on there was never a dull moment.
Over the next few days I would be moved
to tears, lose and gain my faith in humanity,
be filled with hope, shocked to the bone
and, most importantly, discover what it
means to create and how this creation
gives our lives meaning and purpose. Of
course I will never forget walking on the
same cobblestones that the Nazis and
prisoners had, and touching the crumbling
walls where hundreds and thousands of
Jews were trapped and murdered but I
know for a fact that the moments I spent
in a deserted and dusty gym working with
my ensemble group will always stick out
in my mind. Rolling around on the floors
of the dark gym and exploring my body
as a catalyst for developing stories into
art, I learned that my responsibility as an
artist is to share what I have seen and felt
with the world around me. This being said,
imagine four groups of roughly twenty
students joining together and all sharing
the same realisations and discovering the
same truths. How powerful an image this
was and what a way to celebrate and
honour the thousands of Jews that were
stripped of their lives and creations in the
Terezin Ghetto.
I cannot express enough how valuable this
experience has been in not only shaping
my life as a theatre artist but giving me
direction to lead myself into the future
with a new purpose and appreciation for
this beautiful ability to really, truly, live.
This experience will forever be a burning
image in my mind and soul, and will be
an experience I will cherish and celebrate
for the entirety of my being. The only way
I can think to conclude this reflection is
with a quote I saw while visiting one of
the museums in the ghetto: “To create, is
to live” and nothing was more apparent on
this journey in Terezin.

ONE TaPS STUDENT
Trey Avent from Atlanta International
School United States of America
My recent participations at the ISTA TaPS
in New York were incredible experiences
which have proven beneficial in my theatre
education. The artists at ISTA TaPS were
all clearly experienced and really helped
me to explore my interests in theatre. As
someone who loves theatre in school but
>>

<<

feels like there is never enough time in the classroom, it was so
refreshing to have entire days to focus on the subject and to be
able to practice and refine what I had learned. We had time to
really workshop what we were learning from both our ensemble
leader and master class leaders, and to get an actual feeling for
specific areas/genres of theatre rather than just a theoretical
understanding. Being in a space with peers who shared the same
interests as myself was also great as I felt very comfortable sharing
my ideas and putting these ideas into action. I came out of the
event much more confident because of all the exercises intended
to get me out of my comfort zone. I was able to see that failure is
just a step on the path to success due to the ample amount of class
time we were given to learn and practice ideas. This confidence
has carried over to my life outside of theatre as well as I am no
longer scared to fail. Since TaPS I have begun to contribute more
in theatre class and have truly began to see and experience theatre
from different perspectives.

ONE ADULT
Christine Anketell
Despite a severe typhoon warning for Hong Kong, our plane
departed Melbourne. The next morning the warning was still in
place and we were informed that we were required to stay in our
hotel and our Hong Kong colleagues were likewise unable to leave
their homes. So, stranded in our hotel and unable to get to our
workshop space as the palm trees outside swayed alarmingly, we
began the weekend with a bleak view of our workshops actually
proceeding.
However, ISTA was not to be thwarted. With the support of our
accommodating hotel staff we were provided with a room. A
meeting room barely a body length wide, dominated by a huge
oblong table. No problem. Despite limited space, our Kathakali
workshop leader, artist and teacher Fenella Kelly, spread her
displays down one end of the table and stood on the other.
Kathakali is a highly physical theatre practice involving the whole
body. True to form body awareness and peripheral vision kicked
in and we were soon stamping our feet, circling our arms and
attempting some of the complicated hand gestures, the mudhras.
No one could say we weren’t using the space to its maximum
potential.
International theatre companies rarely tour outside of the festival
circuit so it can be difficult in Australia to attend live performances
of Kathakali theatre. We were fortunate as Fenella is one of the
few Westerners to train and perform in the Kathakali style. She
performed the role of Krishna in the Gopalakrishna temple in Kerala
in full costume and makeup for her Kathakali Arangettam, her first
Kathakali performance and initiation into the Kathakali community.
This meant she was able to give us first-hand knowledge of the
weight of the costumes, the process for applying makeup and
insights into the mindset required when undertaking the arduous
training. Of particular interest to me was her demonstration of the
complicated meanings conveyed by combining the mudhras. I had
only ever experienced them through a book and hadn’t realised
the complicated meaning that can be conveyed when they are
combined. She was able to take what we had experienced as basic
vocabulary and transform it into storytelling. The trip would have
been justified if this was the only workshop I attended.
The next morning, a glorious day greeted us as we headed by
bus to the Hong Kong Academy. Here we met our Hong Kong
colleagues who’d been unable to travel the day before. In true

theatre-teacher style we all took the opportunity to network with
our counterparts and ask specific questions regarding assessment
criteria and interpretation. Our workshop was on the IB Theatre
course with Dinos Aristidou. We were delighted with the practical
games, focused explorations and strategies for devising theatre
and exchanged resource material. We plunged into joyful, open
hearted creativity - the only way to be with Dinos. Throughout
the experience we were reminded of what we expect from our
adolescent students – instant ability to ignore self-consciousness. It
wasn’t easy but Dinos kept us focussed and on task, despite our
occasional subversive tendencies.
While here at the Academy I had the opportunity to witness the
excitement and engagement of the students attending TaPS. It
was clear that exposure to other IB students and participation
in the professionally run workshops was beneficial. They spoke
frequently of sharing knowledge with fellow IB students from a
variety of schools and countries, and were aware that they were
very much a part of an international community. The students
were generous in their praise and demonstrated a determination
to apply the new skills acquired.
This is what makes the ISTA experience rewarding. The
recognition that one is not working alone in the theatre space,
in a world that often seems to value creativity as a useful asset
in the quest for product innovation rather than the expression of
place and person. Despite typhoons and the tyranny of distance,
we experienced the vital community of theatre. The opportunity
to share time with like-minded individuals who share a passion for
theatre is an opportunity not to be missed. An opportunity which
ISTA provides. •

“I CANNOT
EXPRESS ENOUGH
HOW VALUABLE
THIS EXPERIENCE
HAS BEEN IN NOT
ONLY SHAPING
MY LIFE AS A
THEATRE ARTIST
BUT GIVING ME
DIRECTION TO
LEAD MYSELF
INTO THE FUTURE
WITH A NEW
PURPOSE AND
APPRECIATION
FOR THIS
BEAUTIFUL
ABILITY TO
REALLY, TRULY,
LIVE.”

5 disasters
THE PATH OF THE
ADVENTURER
Anthony Cunningham
Super excited.
Tropical Thailand.
My partner, coincidentally, is going to be
in the country at the same time.
His first flight to Bangkok.
My first time in Chiang Mai.
And a TaPS. How amazing.
What synchronicity.
Arrive to hotel.
Driver never showed up at the airport but
minor detail.
This is the path of the adventurer, the
explorer, the - by gosh - ensemble leader!
And the sun will come out... tomorrow.
That’s what the musical says.
We don’t want people to be stereotypes
so why wish weather upon a country?
Bit of a chill as the cold mist encompasses
my ankles.
Ting!
Message from Giel.
He has arrived safely in Bangkok.
He describes the hotel, the sky lounge, the
pending massage, his luxurious room, the
view, the bliss.
And I am cutting through the mist to find
my cabin.
I am not here for the decadence but to
move minds, move worlds, to...
I have entered my cabin.
As I do, approximately five various shapes
move in different directions.
Slither, flutter, crawl, duck and hover.
If Steve Irwin had a hotline I would call it.
I am too afraid to move.
Quick dash to the... outdoor... bathroom.
God no, they can also swim.
What a cute furry water spider.
Looking... at... me.
As the Dutch say: “Pffffff”.
This is nothing I can’t handle.
It certainly can’t top a certain festival in
Africa where drug dealers snuck
into the out and about, my ensemble
set the stage on fire and one of our
chaperones invented “alternative facts”
about how miserably we had
been treated so that a fleet of white
jeeps was sent by an embassy to greet us
upon departure as an apology… to take us
shopping for an hour.
I was sooooo embarrassed.
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The sun eventually breaks through the
mist and all of God’s creatures scatter.
Or, at least, hide.
The festival begins.
The students are amazing.
The ensemble leaders are inspiring,
especially those who survived the surprise
overnight excursions that involved sleeping
on freezing floors, separating male and
female students, and... the elephants.
It’s the peak moment, the highlight
experience: the festival of light.
And we are going to join thousands of
people, at night, in open fields to
celebrate this magical moment.
I remember being in awe.
Sailing my fiery lantern up into the air.
Saying a private prayer.
Wondering if those trees in the distance
are going to stop smoking soon.
It’s now pitch black minus the genuine
spiritual beauty that is abound.
Crowds.
Thicker.
Clinging onto other ensemble leaders as
the masses are moved in unexpected
directions. Then a teacher’s voice...
Where are my kids?
And then a different teacher echoing the
same.
And then another...
I remember thinking: we are never going
to find them all.
And hoping they have been raised as
outdoor rangers, or girl scouts or
at least know how to climb trees, avoid
ant nests, suck the nectar out of leaves and
hypnotise the occasional king cobra.
My heart beat quite hard for a while but
in such magical circumstances
miracles do happen.
All were found some hours later through
divine intervention.
That night it was the latest dinner ever.
Kids exhausted and falling asleep on
tables, teachers trembling less.
11:30pm and the menus come out.
Who’d like to start with an appetizer?
Spring rolls maybe?!

COFFEE, ROCKS AND
TAXIS
By Pete Benson
Oh, the irony. I have been asked to write
about any ISTA disasters I have been
involved in. Now in real life I am Captain
Disaster, a doyen of stupidity beyond
human imagining but in my ISTA life
disaster is thankfully rare.
My earliest disaster was in Warsaw
2004. The day of the festival excursion
from the American School of Warsaw
I had naturally stocked up on food and
coffee at the hotel breakfast, obviously
only enough to sustain a small regiment
because every ISTA artist knows it could
be at least twenty minutes before the next
slice of cake and cup of coffee might be
available. The out and about went well.
A thirty-minute journey from school to a
guided tour around the entirely rebuilt old
Warsaw and a visit to a film archive to
see pre-war footage of the town before
it was levelled. Perfect. All that is required
is to get back to the school intact. While
student ensembles board their coaches
I take the opportunity to answer the call
of nature as sixty thousand gallons of
hotel coffee is now anxious to be on the
next leg of its journey. So with a hearty:
“Don’t go without me”, I ventured off to
the toilets. On my return I am faced with
a total absence of coaches. A space could
not be more empty, Mr Brook. No one,
nothing, nada. My memory no longer has
the details but somehow I found a taxi
and using the three Polish words I had I
think I convey my destination and think I
understand that the cost of the journey was
going to be close to all the money I had on
me. So I spent the next 30 minutes with
my paranoia trying to identify landmarks
and watching the red digital display of the
taxi eating into my pocket. The gods of the
taxi smiled on me getting me back to the
school with 2 zlotys to spare.
Whether this counts as a disaster I shall
let you be the judge. After an amazing
beach based festival in Javea, Spain,
in 2005 which had involved students
selecting rocks from the beach which were
later incorporated into the final sharing, the
students presented the ISTA artists with
gifts. These were beautifully decorated
and signed rocks weighing approximately
a kilo. Walking along the beach from the

school back to our hotel I lovingly and
ceremonially returned my rock to the sea
to become a permanent symbol of the
great creativity that had taken place here.
I did not “sling it away” as some unkind
artist suggested. However, at the airport as
my colleagues and I arrive at the security
scanner after passing through I turn to see
that the flow of passengers has come to
a halt and that an ISTA artist is having
their bag searched. The security personnel
extracts a large rock and looks at it with
a puzzled look and then unceremoniously
chucks it in a bin. Artist two, the same
but puzzlement has now changed to the
disdain of officialdom. Artist 3 takes a turn
now, the official uses his outstretched arm
like a derrick crane, extracts the rock, pivots
full circle and then drops the rock from full
height into the bin with a crash. We walk
on in silence to our gates lost in our own
thoughts. The others no doubt grieving
their loss and I smug in the knowledge
that my gift is at one with the great ocean
slowly being eroded back to star dust and
not mouldering away in a Spanish land fill.

US, THEM, WE... AND THE
NEED FOR LIFE JACKETS
Rob Russell
Some time during the year of 2015 - I
cannot remember when exactly - I was
gifted with an opportunity to work with
Bangladeshi children who had started
attending a school that an American
garment factory businessman had started.
I think it is fair to say that the school was a
gesture of giving back to a community that
had directly or indirectly worked in the
factories that his business had profited from.
A friend of mine who worked within the
development sector had become involved
with the school and told me that they were
looking for anyone who could offer the
children extension or enrichment activities
over the weekend and whether or not I
would be interested in volunteering my
time by providing some drama activities or
fun games for these children. I agreed that
it would be a great way to learn about the
local culture. I was interested in expanding
my experience, so I asked if I could first
visit the school, see the space and then
work upon a plan.
The school was in its early stages of
development. There were three 4x4
metre brick walled classrooms, roofed with
“wiggly tin”. At the back of the building,
facing Gulshan lake, were two squat toilets
and a tap for running water. The school
was staffed by three fulltime Bangladeshi
teachers who worked from 9:00am to
>>
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5:00pm and three administrative staff
members who dealt with coordinating
the daily schedule, preparing for lunch
time and tracking any resources that were
donated to the school. The first priority of
the school was to offer lessons in hygiene,
provide the students with dental and
medical checks, and start literacy training.
Students were able to attend the school for
free provided that they stayed committed
to their studies and maintained regular
attendance. The school was an instant hit
and the student population quickly grew
to 180 attendees, ranging from 4 to 16year olds. Upon visiting the site, it was
immediately apparent that movement in
the classroom would be a challenge but
the resourcefulness and determination of
the local admin team helped source some
open space in front of the community
housing areas that we could use.
The following Friday I came back to
the school with my theatre games and
high ideals to deliver my “drama” to the
students. At the time, the school was
known as the School for the Impoverished
Children of Shahjadpur. What I learned
from my first encounter was that theatre
was not the priority or even a need for
these wonderful, lively children. I quickly
learnt that these children wanted people to
spend time with them. They loved being
silly and having fun with the usual array of
theatre games we all know but most of all
they just wanted to be seen.
On 29th September 2016 the American
International School Dhaka was scheduled
to host a bonsai festival and Sally wanted
to have ten of the Shahjadpur students
participate in the festival for free. Our
theme was The River and our out and
about was a trip on three boats I had
bought shares in. With the advice and
support of Jen Tickle, I conducted a risk
assessment and ordered life jackets for the
trip. The school was excited and Sally, Jen
and the ISTA staff gave us great advice
and support to help frame and organise
the festival before we all departed on our
summer holidays. It was looking like a
great way to start the new school year.
During our summer holidays on 1st July
2016, five young men entered the Holey
Artisan Bakery, just over the lake from
where our school is situated. 29 people
were killed because of these militants.
Three of the victims were alumni of our
school who had graduated the previous
academic year. Many of the adult victims
were part of our larger school community.
The event devastated our AISD family
and our school – in line with advice given

by the American Embassy - implemented
restrictions of movement and cancelled all
activities. Our festival was no more.
As you can imagine, it has been a
challenging time for the families and friends
of those whose lives were taken. Upon
returning to the school, the purchasing
officer asked me if I still required the life
jackets for the festival. I had to ask him to
return them to the seller but I bought two
of them to take home. As I was leaving the
school - with the life jackets in hand - one
of the guards asked me if they were bullet
proof. This simple honest question quickly
brought me to the understanding of how
this had become our new reality.
Actions, no matter how big or small have
a consequence and the actions of the five
young men are still being felt. The loss of
life saddens me and so too does the lasting
effect that it has had on our community.
Due to the exodus of families and friends,
many local people have lost their jobs.
Many of the places where expatriates and
locals would congregate are no longer as
open and we have all felt the slice of a
knife that has cut us into two. It’s Us and
Them.
Currently, I have to remind myself more
than ever before that I believe in the power
of what we all provide for the children
we teach. I am so thankful for having the
opportunity to be in a small way part of
a larger, global community of artists and
educators who want to make a difference
through sharing their passion. And every
time I attend an ISTA festival, I always
leave more inspired, more energised and
more hopeful that through sharing our
passions we can truly help shape the future.

BRAVING THE STORM
Marjorie Duffield
Bucharest middle school festival, January
2012. It all began as the “early 2012
European cold wave” moved across
Eastern Europe. My flight touched down
at the Bucharest airport – the snow was
piling up and only one runway had been
cleared. Our British School of Bucharest
host braved the storm, collected us and
delivered us to our hotel. It was a dream
artist team with Rebecca Bell as AD and
Ian Pike as our Rep. Sherri Sutton kept me
in stitches most of that evening and we
seemed to be off to a great start. I believe
it was the first ISTA festival in Bucharest
and I am not sure the city knew what to
make of us – especially in the middle of a
huge snowstorm.

Day 1 our taxi drivers couldn’t find the
festival venue (the Tanderica puppet
theatre) and dropped us off blocks away
in heavy snow banks. From there we
slipped and slid to our destination. Though
everyone at the theatre was very nice,
they had never seen over a hundred 1114-year olds at once. Question: what are
the four things you absolutely must have
for middle school students at an ISTA
festival? Answer: food, water, bathrooms…
and toilet paper. There were no drinking
fountains and the toilet paper was in
particularly short supply. By Day 2 all the
bathrooms had been opened and what
seemed like a shipping container of water
and toilet paper had arrived. The food
delivery was also improving but the room
situation had become complicated. After
the out and about trip, Rebecca and Ian
looked grave. They both are the epitome
of discretion so we didn’t know details but
we did get a sense at our artist gathering
that the complications were multiplying.
Was this festival going to be a disaster?!
Ironically, whenever events spell disaster
at an ISTA festival that is exactly when
amazing things happen.
After the Robby Burns celebration at the
British Ambassador’s home that evening,
we went to work figuring out how to
“save” the weekend and the show. I
remember story diagrams and charts
drawn out like football plays. Day 3 was
a flurry of ensemble activity. That night,
the eve of the final performance, we
dined at Caru’ cu Bere, an enchanting
19th century art nouveau restaurant. It
was like being in a storybook – and that
seemed fitting – as the festival lifted off
the Fāt-Frumos fairy tale (think Romanian
Prince Charming). The next and final day,
I remember smoke. No, it wasn’t a fire. It
was the overzealous tech ensemble using
their newly acquired smoke machine.
And I also remember magic. The final
performance was transformative. A
redemptive folk retelling of daring,
bravery, persistence and love (with a little
bit of Rihanna) – created by over 100
middle school students – had turned the
difficulties of the weekend into one of the
most memorable and beautiful pieces of
theatre I can recall at a festival.

OUR “DISASTER”
WEEKEND HAD TURNED
INTO A FAIRYTALE
OF ITS OWN WITH
A CLASSIC HAPPY
STORYBOOK ENDING.

“THEY WERE PANICKING. I WAS
PANICKING TOO, OF COURSE, BUT I
TRIED NOT TO SHOW IT.”
THE REAL REASON STUDENTS ARE
NOW ALWAYS GROUPED WITH THEIR
TEACHERS ON THE OUT AND ABOUT
By Kevin Burns
Yes, blame me, it’s all my fault. It was my first time repping a
festival. Things had been going well. The host school in Anatolyan
Istanbul (Asian side) was well-resourced, the teachers kind and
helpful, the artists talented and beautiful, the students creative and
energetic. What could possibly go wrong? And then we left for
the out and about in downtown Istanbul.
These were innocent days, long before bombings and coups had
dampened the world’s enthusiasm for Istanbul. The festival was
packed with six full ensembles. The out and about was seen as
a time for site-specific work by the ensembles and a chance for
students to get to know peers from other schools so we had the
students organised by ensemble group - and by “organised” I
mean they were allowed to jump on any of our eight buses and
to mingle freely until called together by their ensemble leader.
Great fun!
Istanbul was peaceful and safe, experiencing a tourist boom
with throngs of cars on the roads and visitors in Sultanahmet,
the old town. This congestion wrong-footed us from the start: the
bus journey from the school, across the clogged Bosphorus and
Golden Horn bridges, took an hour longer than the hour planned.
When the buses arrived they could not stop for more than a few
moments so we had students pouring into the busy street by the
score with little oversight. The chaos was, well, quite Byzantine.
We had to scramble our plans, so a quick decision was made
to march all 100+ students to the nearest attraction where they
would be safely contained: the underground Basilica Cisterns, the
1500-year old water storage system built under the streets of
the old town with ancient Greek and Roman columns pillaged
from neighbouring countries at the height of Justinian’s empire.
An impressive place and an oasis from the heat and bustle of the
city streets above. Yes, an oasis: peaceful, restful and wet but also
sprawling, dark, cavernous, labyrinthine. It’s neither a comfort nor
a surprise to learn now from Wikipedia that it was used as the set
for the climax of many a thriller: from James Bond to Dan Brown,
The International to Assassin’s Creed. It has 336 massive columns
spread over 100,000 square feet and our students were set loose
within it. The host teacher and I brought up the rear and we
were confident no students were left at street level when we went
underground. Whew...
But now we had another problem: the students had fanned out
throughout this dark, dripping maze, mingling with the mob of
tourists and disappearing into the hidden nooks and corners. We
had no master plan and now there was no chance to organise
or communicate an exit strategy: when to leave, where to go.
The separate entrance and exit were directly onto the narrow,
crowded sidewalk and with so many people in the column ahead
of us, a good ten minute delay meant that for all we knew some
students were already exiting into the street even as we were
finally making our way down the 52 narrow stone steps into the

gloom below. We didn’t panic, not yet. Mostly we were annoyed
at how stupid we had been and how much effort it was going to
take to fix this. We didn’t actually think we would lose anyone...
Hoping we weren’t too late to the proverbial barn door, we
hurried a pair of poor teachers to the exit to corral any emerging
students to nearby Sultanahmet square, 150 meters away, where
we would eat our bagged lunches in front of the Hagia Sophia.
We sent other teachers wandering through the maze to tell any
visibly ISTA types to pass along the news to exit in 20 minutes’
time. The host and I swept the vaults for stragglers then waited a
further ten minutes after everyone had emerged then made two
more sweeps of the entire space, first at a brisk trot and again at
full gallop, till we felt secure that no one was left behind. As we
departed we jokingly told the cistern guards: “Oh, and if you see
any children walking around looking lost and confused, please
could you ask them: ‘You ISTA?’ and send them to the square?”.
Haha! We wrote the word “ISTA” on an entry ticket: clearly we
were only half joking.
When we got to the square, the host busied herself with the
distribution of a hundred and twenty sandwiches while I made
the rounds of teachers to see that we really had everyone. Many
students were in their school groups but some were spread around
the square at random so it was another ten minutes before one of
those teachers got back to me: they were in fact missing a tiny 9th
grade boy. It had been half an hour since we exited the cisterns.
They were panicking. I was panicking too, of course, but I tried
not to show it. I assured them we would soon locate this little boy,
calmly rallied the local teachers into a search party and then gave
away the game by sprinting (again!) round the square and the
streets shouting his name for 13 million people to hear.
Let’s call this little boy Kevin (no relation). Was Kevin loose and lost
somewhere in this vast city, having escaped before we set watch?
Or was he, impossibly, still inside the cistern, waiting patiently
for further instructions? Hadn’t we thoroughly checked and rechecked walkways, toilets, gift shop? He must be wandering the
streets! We would never see Kevin again! And I would never
teach again, much less Rep another ISTA festival… While our small
posse were elsewhere running amok, shouting: “Kevin!” in the
streets and re-searching the cistern, little Kevin quietly appeared
at the square. He had emerged into the light of day at last fully
45 minutes after his schoolmates, perfectly matching our “lost and
confused” description and the guard at the door had asked him YES! - “You - ISTA?”. Little Kevin evidently thought this the most
normal thing in the world and cheerily accompanied the guard to
the square where he was discovered tucking into a sandwich as
though nothing had happened, having enjoyed an uncommonly
thorough tour of the cisterns.
His teachers were surprisingly understanding about all this. It turns
out Kevin was known to navigate time and space at a different
pace from his peers, to get lost in other worlds. And all’s well that
ends well, after all. And that’s when ISTA decided it would be
better if the teachers - who know their students best, after all, both
by sight and by temperament - were charged with keeping closer
tabs on their Kevins on every out and about. •

“BUT WHAT IT
REPRESENTED
WAS PROFOUND.
AFTER ALL, THIS
IS WHAT ISTA
DOES: IT TEACHES
YOUNG PEOPLE
HOW TO FIND AND
BELIEVE IN THEIR
WINGS – HOW TO
FLY THROUGH
THE ACT OF
CREATION.”

5 highlights
THE PROBLEM WITH BEING LUCKY
By Sterling Johnson
The biggest ISTA highlight for me happened during the
excellent Bayanihan (Community) themed festival hosted by the
International School Manila in 2015. The cathartic moment of this
festival was when my students and I went to the SPECS home
for orphan boys in the slums of Manila. This was a very eyeopening experience for me and my students. It highlighted for
us the transformative power of community and theatre. All my
students said this was a highlight of the festival for them, to go and
work with these underprivileged children and to see and feel how
much they appreciated our visit.
I have worked in international schools for eleven years now and
sometimes it is an uneasy relationship for me. Here I am making
a decent salary, working with some of the luckiest (at least
financially) children on the planet. They are very much a part
of the 1% of the world we hear so much about whose families
hold a disproportionate amount of the world’s wealth. It’s not that
these kids or families are bad or bad people, it’s just that they are
wealthy, fortunate people. I grew up fairly well off as well, in the
greater scheme of things, as a middle class Canadian. I guess what
I am trying to say is I miss and like helping out. I like contributing
to making the world a better place, not reinforcing the status quo.
When we went to SPECS, even though it was for a short time,
we felt like we were giving theatre to kids who don’t often get
exposed to it and don’t take it for granted and that was a magical
thing.
I was proud that my students were so moved and transformed
by this experience and they realised there is joy in helping the less
fortunate and there is also joy in the less fortunate. Wealth is not
always an indicator of happiness and the Philippines, which is one
of the poorest countries in the world, happens to paradoxically
often be ranked as one of the happiest. Going to SPECS reminded
us all of the joy of basic, pure theatre. A simple story, some crafts
and our collective imaginations coming together. Thinking back on
it, makes me want to step out of my comfort zone and step back
into the world that needs and craves theatre but doesn’t always
get access to it.
It reminds me of the kids in the poor neighbourhoods of my
hometown (Winnipeg) hungry for attention and well, just plain
hungry. It reminds me of the dubious motives governments around
the developed world use to slash arts programmes from public
schools. It reminds me that even though I often walk and educate
the elites and that in itself is a responsibility, and an important
one, that I must not forget to go out into communities that need
and deserve theatre and perhaps I or one of the 14 children who
accompanied me to SPECS that day can be that leader, ignite
that fire, build that theatre in a neighbourhood where tragically
before there wasn’t one. Thank you ISTA for the opportunity, for
the inspiration and for awakening my empathy.
>>
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“I WAS PROUD
THAT MY
STUDENTS WERE
SO MOVED AND
TRANSFORMED BY
THIS EXPERIENCE
AND THEY
REALISED THERE
IS JOY IN HELPING
THE LESS
FORTUNATE AND
THERE IS ALSO
JOY IN THE LESS
FORTUNATE.”

“ISTA MEANS HIGHLIGHTS, IS BUILT OF
HIGHLIGHTS, PRODUCES HIGHLIGHTS,
YEAR AFTER YEAR. HOW DO I CHOOSE
ONE MOMENT AMONG SO MANY THAT
HAVE INSPIRED ME?”

“ISTA: A WORLD OF POSSIBILITIES...”
The light angled into the performance hall in Square Chapel and
twenty kids leapt across the sprung wood floor. They were learning
- in Jez’s words - to fly, learning to believe in flight. That moment
for me, in and of itself, was exhilarating. But what it represented
was profound. After all, this is what ISTA does: it teaches young
people how to find and believe in their wings – how to fly through
the act of creation.

MOSCOW MOMENTS
<<

By Angela David

ISN’T EVERYTHING ISTA DOES, A
HIGHLIGHT?

A HUNDRED HIGHLIGHTS AND
LEARNING TO FLY

By Jennifer Kular

By Sandy Landis

From 1995-2004 I taught with our cherished Alenka at the
American School in Budapest. From 2004 to present, I have
been challenged and wowed at the American School of The
Hague. I believe I have never seen a student return from an ISTA
event having had a bad experience. Whether it was with the
dramatically captivating Ted Miltenberger in the south of France,
the visually expressive Bill Bowers in London, a historic castle in
Denmark or a wild safari in Tanzania, students are given the BEST
influences and stimuli to inspire their work.

An ISTA highlight? One? Really? You’re kidding, right, Emmy?
How can I possibly pick one highlight from the hundreds that
immediately spring to mind? The phrase itself, ”ISTA highlight”,
is problematic, isn’t it? Loaded with redundancy. ISTA means
highlights, is built of highlights, produces highlights, year after year.
How do I choose one moment among so many that have inspired
me? A single highlight when the highest and lightest moment
always seems to be the next one? It won’t be easy.

Students return from ISTA events bursting with energy and ready
to apply what they learned from their weekend of collaboration
and theatre-making. And while I am not a theatre teacher, I have
had the privilege of attending several festivals to understand
how it all comes together. What I do teach is visual art at the
high school and IB level. One of the units I often start with is
photography and using the Rule of Thirds so kids learn how to set
up a composition. Foreground, middleground, background; depth
of field; space; light and dark; perspective. All of these come into
play when we set up a visual composition. I saw precisely this
happen, in 3D, at a recent TaPS in London.
I had the pleasure of sitting in on one of Bill Bowers’ master classes.
Students I brought had seen Bill’s performance in The Hague,
participated in his workshop at our school and were excited to
work with him again. Silently, Bill walked into the space. He
performed a series of movements and gestures that showed
him entering the room – walking, running, crouching; through a
window, down a hall, through a door... the students could not take
their eyes off him. When he closed the “door”, Bill announced: “I’m
a mime!”. What followed for the next 90 minutes was a 3D version
of photography’s Rule of Thirds. Bill had the students engaged in
manipulating space to show how their body can become their
voice. They gained a sharpened awareness of how negative space
is as important as positive.
I know the students were grateful for the experience because I
recognise it in their performances. This is but one of hundreds of
workshops that have been delivered by the professionals ISTA
has on board. The ISTA experience is a thought-provoking,
memorable, engaging part of a young theatre students’ training.
Always, a highlight.

I could start with my first festival: Prague in 2003. I have vivid
memories of our students exploring that beautiful city then
recreating it, finding its essence, in a promenade performance. But
the moment I let my mind start to wander across the Charles
Bridge, I feel Brussels tapping on my shoulder, pulling me back,
reminding me of how we immersed ourselves in farce for four
days and laughed ourselves silly. And then I hear the whispers
of Egham, displacing the farcical laughter with the sorrowful
voices of child labourers. Or I see Resistance leaflets embedded in
a Munich street. Or I hear the resounding notes of an opera in
Vienna. Or gaze into a reflection of the audience at TASIS. I even
hear the echoes in the corridors outside my room here at ISS, right
now: Hedda Gabler... Norse myth... the ancient elements.
And what about all of those amazing, generous, talented people?
What about that first festival: David Lightbody at the helm running
the full-group session, commanding 120 middle schoolers to jump,
hop and point on cue? What about those reflective writing sessions
with David Gardner when the most vocal students closed their
mouths for a moment and had their eyes and minds opened? Not
to mention the innumerable highlights that have arisen out of a
million small, unexpected moments – an innovation from an ISTA
artist, an observation from a colleague, an insight from a student,
an act of kindness from a host or the pleasant tingling sensation of
a creative breakthrough. So many moments, each of which has
been a highlight in its own way, each of which has inspired.
If I have to, absolutely have to choose one among the many I
have experienced, though, it would be this one: Calderdale,
September 2006. I remember the names: Gibbet Street, Beacon
Hill, Erringdon Moor, Studley Pike, Blake Dean. Students out and
about, working in ensembles at various sites in the Calder Valley,
using the landscape and poetry as the inspiration for creation. The
moment was a master class with Jez Gregg. The subject? Dance.

ISTA: a world of possibilities – even a world where a girl from
small town Saskatchewan can end up going to St. Peter’s Basilica
in Moscow – twice. When the opportunity to staff a festival in
Moscow came up, I jumped at the chance. Russia is not the easiest
place for anyone to visit so I set about making no less than four
trips to the embassy in Bern but finally the visa was stamped in
my passport and I was away. In traveling to Moscow for a festival
again in 2016, it was much easier in Peru than Switzerland. Who
knew? So, here are five imprinted memories from those two trips.
The festival there in 2011 was hosted by Maya, so sweet and
accommodating. We were welcomed like dignitaries and given a
royal treatment. We were even invited to a royal wedding (yes,
it was on television and the world watched as Kate and William
got hitched but there was a tea party). The festival being held in
spring allowed us to travel quite easily throughout the city and
we were also able to attend shows at the Moscow Art Theatre
(we even saw Stanislavsky’s seat) and others throughout the city.
It was truly an unknown dream come true to sit in this theatre
mecca with some theatre gurus (a.k.a. theatre nerds).
The out and about had us traipsing to the Bolshoi and Moscow
Art Theatre, as well as spending time in Red Square with all its
history flooding over us. In workshops we were very fortunate to
have Andrey Droznin teach students and teachers alike. I imagine
that the teachers were more difficult to manipulate into the
plastique that we then saw at a little school theatre. And if this was
not enough, we were staying at the hotel that the figure skaters
who were in Moscow for the World Championships inhabited.
On Saturday night, there was a buzz over in another part of the
public area. Patrick Chan had just won the gold for Canada and
he was celebrating with fans and teammates right there! I got in
line and have a picture as proof, in between a very robust game
of improv ABC with the ISTA artists.
Flash forward to 2016 and the theme is space. Maya is again
with us and she has organised a talk with an American astronaut
who really has been in space. The material that the students got,
including from the probing questions and development with their
SELs, was inspirational. It seems like the passions of all of those
people allowed a development of fantastic material that spoke to
where humanity could go.
Finally, how could I forget being lost on a cold Russian night with
Greg Pliska as we attempt to make it to a hockey game? Always
check the name when you get into a cab – and don’t rely too heavily
on Google translate. But the home team won in the end and we were
left wondering why Russian hockey games include cheerleaders.

WITHIN THE WALLS OF DEATH AND
LIFE
By John Patrick Mulhall
Drama teachers are accustomed (perhaps addicted) to wearing
many hats. We teach, direct, budget, counsel, supervise and finally
revel as we take pride in what our students have accomplished.
ISTA middle school festivals in Asia are fantastic experiences but
they still require us to play nearly as many roles. So I felt very
much like a fish out of water when I attended the Studio Terezin
in March 2015, my first-ever non-MS festival, in Europe, and
without students of my own.
Upon arriving, the heaviness of Terezin’s history was tangible.
This sparsely populated walled town seemed burdened by the
memories of those who had lived and died there. My own inner
conflict manifested itself during our first dinner together. As we
sat in the dining hall of the Park Hotel, high schoolers laughed
and shouted as they ate. An instantaneous anger rose within me
as I thought about the disrespect they were showing in such a
solemn place. Almost as suddenly, I was struck by the realisation
that Terezin was not a place of mourning. It had somehow
managed to live on as a place that people called home. This place
of unfathomable horror had also become a place of life.
The Studio Terezin experience was full of these sorts of jarring
moments. Until this point, the Holocaust had such an other-worldly
reality to it, knowing how horrible it had been was very different
from truly understanding what it was. Terezin isn’t a museum,
nor a heritage site, and it isn’t really a tourist destination. And
it was incredibly difficult to come to terms with these facts. The
juxtaposition of Terezin as a place of death and of life had me
wrestling with the fact that humanity was truly capable of such
beauty and such atrocities.
It was a privilege to work with fantastic teachers from all over
the world during our three days together. The phenomenal Mike
Pasternak guided us through moving and challenging work that
took us through the events of Terezin, discovering how the arts
sustained those who lived and died there, and to an understanding
of how theatre educators can respond to the waves of fear and
hate that ripple their ways through society. The photos, paintings
and poetry of those who were held within those walls were
reverberating echoes of their lives but meeting one of the few
remaining survivors of Terezin made it far more real than any of
us could have imagined.
The students who attended the festival delivered a final sharing
that solidified the impact of this whole experience. We were led
(promenade-style) from building to building, to experience site
specific performances that echoed the horrors and triumphs that
still linger in the walls of Terezin. It was extraordinary.
It took me some time before I could begin to describe my Studio
Terezin experience to my family, friends and colleagues in Hong
Kong. It has transformed the way I view the world, how I approach
theatre and education, and my understanding of the role that
ISTA plays in shaping the lives of students and teachers. Thank
you once again, ISTA, for this life-changing experience. •

5 continents
“I FEEL BLESSED THAT I LIVE ON
AN ISLAND THAT IS SO RICH IN
ITS THEATRICAL TRADITIONS AND
DOUBLY BLESSED THAT I AM ABLE
TO SHARE WITH SO MANY PEOPLE
WORLDWIDE. SO PLEASE COME
AND JOIN US AT THE NEXT TAPS OR
FESTIVAL IN BALI. I GUARANTEE YOU
THE THEATRICAL TIME OF YOUR LIFE.”

ASIA
By Rucina Ballinger
In 1997 I met Ted Miltenberger and Sally
Robertson in Bali and we began talking
about doing a TaPS in Bali. I was clueless
about TaPS and international schools,
and dramatic arts as they are taught in
the West but I knew a substantial amount
about Balinese performing arts and how to
make them accessible to Westerners. And
so we began.
I believe our first workshop was for
teachers - an amalgam of some of the
wackiest and most creative people I have
ever met. And oh so courageous.
Here I was having lived in Bali for two
decades by then, married a Balinese, had
two sons with him and was half living as a
Balinese “wife” and half living as an “expat”
(without the cash allotment). Why am
I telling you this? Well, it was not easy
for me to watch the teachers doing their
workshops with full expression of emotion
(not something we do in Indonesia). And
I realised that I was too timid and needed
to loosen up.
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Then we started doing Bali TaPS. What
a delight it was for me to bring in some
of Bali’s most proficient performers and
teachers to work with the ISTA students
and teachers. We started with Balinese
dance which is a very traditional form
rooted in ritual and has strict movement
patterns. And Topeng or mask work
which consists of several stock characters,
each with its own mask and movement
vocabulary. Then Wayang Kulit or
shadow puppetry where the puppets are
elaborately chiselled out in different shapes
and painted in a variety of colours even
though the audience sees only the shadows
(the colours are mnemonic devices for the
puppet master). And, of course, the Kecak
or syncopated mouth music. The Balinese
teachers caught on very quickly that the
students (and their teachers) didn’t need
to become polished Balinese performers
but that they needed to understand the
essence of the form so that they could then
create innovations of their own based on
the form’s elements. Some of the sketches
that the students came up with were
mind-blowing.
Sally then asked me if I would go to a
festival abroad; I think my first was Burma/

Myanmar, which was a trip in itself. We
each had two minders; most of the schools
that were there came from very repressive
regimes (Pakistan, Jakarta, Myanmar)
but the stuff the kids came up with was
very provocative. Then I was hooked. I
travelled to China, Singapore, Europe and
continued (and still continue) to host here
in Bali. Made Sidia and I did a whole week
at Union East in Singapore with Anna
Parr and had over 150 students chanting
“CAK” for the final presentation. We made
puppets out of mirrors and LED lights, and
danced with cardboard crowns. In Bali
Sidia did a puppet show in the rain where
he was afraid he’d be electrocuted.
I feel blessed that I live on an island that is
so rich in its theatrical traditions and doubly
blessed that I am able to share with so
many people worldwide. So please come
and join us at the next TaPS or festival in
Bali. I guarantee you the theatrical time of
your life.
>>

<<

EUROPE
By George Fearnehough
I was very fortunate to discover ISTA
by chance back in 2000 when working
in Qatar and lucky enough to have had
the opportunity to take a small group of
students along to a middle school festival
at St Christopher’s High School in Bahrain.
I have never forgotten the tremendous
impact this had on myself and my students;
many of whom had lived quite sheltered
and cossetted lives. Watching them after
our return to Doha singing their hearts
out in the playground and teaching their
peers and teachers all the fun songs they
had learnt in one of the fabulous sessions
was genuinely touching. Looking back I
now understand that this was one of those
extraordinary experiences that significantly
shaped the kind of educator I wanted to
be and the kind of memories I wanted my
students to cherish. Later I came to learn
that this festival was indeed unique but
that it shared features and traits that are
common to all ISTA events.
Later, when I joined the International
School of Toulouse in 2007, drama had
just recently been introduced to the high
school curriculum and it was rather a
challenge to establish the subject and have it
properly recognised by students, colleagues
and parents. Immediately I turned to ISTA
for help and guidance, and joined as an
individual member. Over several years my
students attended wonderfully enriching
and stimulating TaPS while I embraced
the chance to participate in invaluable IB
training. TaPS had a tremendous impact
on all of us. I felt proud and privileged
watching my DP Theatre students work
with such creative, curious and hugely
talented artists and young people. Students
returned to school eager to explore new
possibilities, confident to take more risks
and encouraged to believe in themselves.
Word quickly spread that these ISTA
trips were simply life changing and this
was echoed in the comments written by
graduating students in our school’s annual
yearbook.
It became increasingly apparent that
we had to share these amazing ISTA
experiences across the school. With full
backing from senior management, we
joined the ISTA community properly
by becoming a full member school.
Since then we have brought students to
several festivals across Europe including
Terezin in the Czech Republic, Brussels
in neighbouring Belgium and, more
recently, the Eden Project in Cornwall,

United Kingdom. Each time when students
have reflected on their experiences they
volunteer profound comments like “this has
changed everything for me”. I’m delighted
that my school has agreed to host our very
first ISTA festival in February 2017. It was
especially wonderful to see the support and
enthusiasm from colleagues who have also
accompanied our students to ISTA events
as they described how stimulating and
marvellous this would be for our school
community. It’s clear that ISTA’s impact
extends wide and deep and there’s no
turning back for my school. We are excited
and look forward to seeing what the next
chapter will bring as we continue to grow
and develop within the ISTA community.
Thanks ISTA.

THE AMERICAS
By Rob Warren and Sherry Weeks
Perhaps there has been no other continent
that the International Schools Theatre
Association has made more difference
in over the past twenty years than the
Americas. Although there is still more
growth to be done to help nurture and
nourish the creative and collaborative souls
of teachers and students alike, we can still
remember the first ISTA event we held
back in 2000 that marked the possibilities
for the future. Since then ISTA has
developed multiple events throughout the
Americas including New York, California,
Savannah, Connecticut, New Mexico,
Toronto, Peru and Jamaica just to name
a few.
Our partnership with ISTA at Atlanta
International School has and will continue
to be a rich experience, helping us explore
new possibilities in school-wide professional
development, giving our students and
teachers a wide variety of artists to work
with and creating new opportunities
for developing interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary learning and pedagogy.
This has included ISTA artists working with
our Primary Years Programme teachers to
explore how theatre can be used in the
classroom as a means of inquiry and also
to develop oral literacy skills. We have also
used ISTA artists to share their individual
expertise with our students including
workshops on melodrama, devising, mime,
Butoh, Kabuki and Commedia. We are
currently discussing ways ISTA can also
help us expand our STEAM programme
by bringing together different disciplines to
create transdisciplinary and project-based
learning. Whilst also looking at other
organisations our school works with that
would be interested in working alongside
ISTA to create opportunities to explore
theatre and service learning.

This year will continue our support by
hosting for the first time ever in the
Americas an upper school festival on
using theatre as a lens to provide an
interdisciplinary exploration of civil and
human rights in March 2017. This event
will allow participants to engage with local
and national civil rights activists and artists
who are working right now to change
the world. Participants will use drama to
explore the people, situations and concepts
of the civil and human rights movement
throughout US history. All participants
will spend time at the National Centre
for Civil and Human Rights, an interactive
and immersive museum. In addition, this
summer we will also be hosting Category
1, 2 and 3 for teacher training in IB DP
Theatre, a Category 3 workshop in Film
and a three-day teacher studio on Trestle
masks lead by Trestle.
As one of our students said after returning
from the New York TaPS this year: “ISTA
allowed me to explore possibilities in my
own work and create new possibilities by
working with others”. We feel this is the
gift ISTA has allowed us to explore at our
school over the past 20 years. In looking
towards the future in the Americas,
Atlanta International School will continue
to be a partner with ISTA as a means
of exploration for both organisations. As
we look at generating new experiences in
different sub-regions in the Americas, AIS
hopes to continue to be a part of these
events and help support other schools
in reaping the benefits we have found
in being a member of the International
Schools Theatre Association.

AFRICA
By David Chapman
In February 2012 the American
International School of Lusaka hosted
its first high school theatre festival. This
landlocked country that shares a border
with eight different nations welcomed
schools from countries ranging from
nearby Zimbabwe to Oman.
Theatre in Zambia is not a passive
experience. Storytelling, song and dance
are a vital part of teaching and learning.
Many professional companies shun the
formal theatre in order to engage with
audiences in more familiar environs.
Participation is a vital component of
community building and this festival’s
focus was to put its participants “in the
field” so to speak – experiencing traditional
forms of Zambian performance as well as
working within some of the communities
around Lusaka. In addition to ISTA’s
artistic team, the festival worked with

two local companies. Nomakanjani Arts
is a traditional performance troupe that
provided workshops in local dance. We
also worked with Barefeet Theatre, an
NGO that was founded by Zambian
street children. As its website states Barefeet
Theatre is “about change, about fun, about
achieving transformation through mischief,
hard work but always laughter and a
smile”. In addition to leading workshops
in street acrobatics, members of the
company took the ensembles out into the
neighbourhood compounds to work with
children in the hopes of creating a piece
that festival participants and local students
could both contribute to.
While the final performance provided
many powerful moments inspired by
the work of Shaun Tan, many students
commented on the power of working with
the children of the compounds – singing,
dancing, learning. Our head at the time
loved to talk about Ubuntu – a Zulu term
that refers to the universal bond of sharing
that connects all of humanity. That it is only
through other people that we are people
ourselves. Theatre is one of the great
expressions of Ubuntu and moments like
the afternoon spent in the compounds help
cement the power of collaborative creation
that ISTA celebrates.

AUSTRALIA
By Peter Wilkins
The year is 1994. December. It is the onset
of the southern hemisphere summer.
And the excitement is palpable as host
school Narrabundah College in Canberra
prepares itself for the inaugural Australian
ISTA festival. I had staffed festivals in
Europe and Asia, and I had poured over
the festival handbook that Pat Zich had
sent me but not even this could prepare
me fully for the vast task of hosting a
festival Down Under.
Narrabundah College is a senior secondary
college in Canberra, Australia’s national
capital. Often referred to as the Bush Capital
on account of its surrounding bushland
and picturesque Australian landscape,
Canberra at the time had a population
approaching 300,000. Narrabundah
College was the first Australian school
to teach the International Baccalaureate
Diploma and the first Australian member
school of the International Schools Theatre
Association. The time was right to host the
first ISTA festival.
The scene was set. The artist team was
chosen and included experienced ISTA
artists Alenka Dorrell, David Shepherd,
Reba Armstrong-Kooaroon, Bill Smart,

Tim Williams and newcomer musician
Philip Griffin. Registered schools began
to arrive from Bangkok, Jakarta, Hong
Kong, Adelaide and Canberra. All in all
approximately 144 students arrived, eager
to visit Australia and immerse themselves
in four days of performances, workshops,
ensembles and festival fun.
ISTA’s Executive Consultant Pat Zich
ruled the festivals with an iron fist in a
velvet glove. The tried and true formula
of that time included the ISTA theme
song What a Wonderful World to be
sung with gusto by the participants. The
selected play for scene interpretation and
performance was The Mahabharata.
Artists worked with their ensembles for the
final presentation and the performances
proved to be a highlight of the festival.
A barbecue and activity event by the
nearby Murrumbidgee River proved a
highlight of the festival as did the visit
to Tidbinbilla nature reserve to visit the
kangaroos, koalas and emus, and enjoy a
taste of a unique countryside. The opening
and closing ceremonies were performed
by BAPU Aboriginal dance troupe who
performed a welcome to country for
festival participants and inspired the
spirit of a festival that engaged students
in new theatre skills, encouraged new
friendships and broadened young people’s
perceptions of the wonder of theatre and
the inspiration to explore further.
Sadly, this was to be Narrabundah
College’s first and last ISTA Ozfest. For
those students who travelled from near
and far to immerse themselves in the
festival programme, the ISTA Ozfest
experience was a wonderful experience in
the tradition of all ISTA festivals. For the
organisers and artists, the festival was not
without its challenges: the final night pizzas
that arrived two hours late, the school that
arrived at Canberra airport to discover
that its return flight tickets had been
booked for the day before and the parent
helper who embezzled festival funds. But
that’s another story.
The explorer to first cast sight of new land
does not despair when obstacles may bar
the way. New land lies beyond and the
journey has just begun. Narrabundah
College was the trailblazer and the baton
was in time to be passed on to schools
such as Caulfield Grammar and Pembroke
School to keep ISTA alive and well
beneath the Southern Cross. •

5 crazy moments
IT’S ALL IN THE TIMING
By Ian Pike
15 years ago I was in Stratford preparing
for three days of TaPS. My wife Kate was
back home, very much pregnant but also
some weeks off giving birth. Having taken
the first ensemble session, I was enjoying
the fact that I had a lovely group of
students and had then gone out to dinner
with some friends who were currently at
the Royal Shakespeare Company. After a
lovely meal, I returned to find a gathering
of teachers and artists in the old cottage
that we used to rent from Caterham
House.
Joining them all for a glass of wine seemed
like the perfect way to end the day so I
poured a large red. Then my mobile rang.
I excused myself, saying I would be back
in a second. It was Kate on the phone,
telling me that she had gone into labour
prematurely, would need to have an
emergency caesarean and I had two hours
to get home. Oh, and her Dad would take
her to the hospital but that was as far as he
was going so if I was not there in time, not
only would she kill me, he would be there
to help hold me down.
I walked off to find Sally. “You’ve gone
a funny colour,” she said. Eventually I
managed to explain what the problem
was. Sally was her usual super-efficient
self, calm in a crisis. “I think you’d better
get yourself home, don’t you?” she said,
putting the kettle on to make me a lot of
black coffee.

“MAKE NO
MISTAKE ABOUT
THIS. AS SOON AS
THIS BABY’S OUT
AND I’M WELL
ENOUGH – YOU…
ARE A DEAD MAN.”

Because I had had a glass of wine or two
I tried calling some local taxi firms. “Could
you take me to Warrington?” I asked.
Apparently the fact that it was a 200
mile round trip was a problem. I then
tried a couple of people at the gathering,
three strangers walking past on the street
and even the night porter back at the
hotel. “Any chance you could drive me to
Cheshire?” Surprisingly no one fancied it.
I have never driven more carefully in my
life and arrived by the skin of my teeth. I
was instantly gowned up and shoved into
an operating theatre. Meeting my hugely
relieved father-in-law on the way out who
walked past me muttering “I wasn’t even
at the birth of my own bloody kids”. I
grabbed Kate’s hand. “All right, love,” I said
cheerfully. Pleased to have made it. “That

was close.” She looked at me. “Make no
mistake about this. As soon as this baby’s
out and I’m well enough – you... are a
dead man.” I nodded. Hopefully she would
have forgotten by the time the anaesthetic
wore off.
I rang Sally in the morning to tell her I was
the proud father of son #3. “Don’t worry
about anything here,” she said. “Ted’s
taking your ensemble. How’s Kate?” “Oh,
she’ll be all right once the stitches are out.”
She still hasn’t forgiven me 15 years later.

THE FIVE STAGES OF
FESTIVALS
By James Lehmann
1.
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

One is early,
Two is late,
Three is right on time,
Four must wait.

Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

Five are many,
Six is few,
Seven is all at sea,
Eight’s a zoo.

Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

One is chatty,
Two are still,
Three is off the wall,
Four just chill.

Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

Five are noisy,
Six is small,
Seven fill up the stage,
Eight the hall.

2.
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

One is juggling,
Two wear masks,
Three is taking risks,
Four do tasks.

Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

Five are clowning,
Six applaud,
Seven are checking phones,
Eight is bored.

Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

One is miming,
Two can see,
Three is playing it safe,
Four roam free.

Ensemble Five write stories,
Ensemble Six play tricks,
>>
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“NO, NOT THAT KIND OF COFFEE SHOP.”

“OH GOD? THE DURIAN!”
By Greg Pliska

<<
Ensemble Seven’s still on a break,
Ensemble Eight take pics.
3.
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

One need music,
Two want light,
Three show puppetry,
Four sit tight.

Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

Five made fabric dens,
Six cut holes,
Seven now improvise,
Eight swap roles.

Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

One are crossing,
Two has crossed,
Three await their cue,
Four is lost.

Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

Five is dancing,
Six have dropped,
Seven has no idea
Eight have stopped.

4.
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

One make up a rap,
Two a rhyme,
Three play instruments,
Four keep time.

Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

Five is singing,
Six just might,
Seven don’t know the words
Eight did write.

5.
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

One is leaving,
Two will say
Three’s their new best friend,
Four’s OK!

Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble
Ensemble

Five is sorry
Six is gone,
Seven: “What’s going on?”
Eight: ‘We’re done!”

NO GETTING OUT OF
IT AND THE MAGIC OF
DRIED GINGER
By Jo Parish
I have had a few ISTA crazy moments
since joining ISTA in 2002. This is one that
sticks in my mind. More scary than crazy
to be honest.
My first time as an ISTA festival Rep was
in Dubai, many years ago and I was being
mentored by the lovely Debbie Kidd. Not

having done drama at school and having
always hidden at the back when it comes
to speaking in public, I was pleased that
Debbie was there to welcome everyone
on behalf of ISTA. It meant that I could
relax, so to speak. Little did I know... The
host school had arranged for Debbie and
myself to be interviewed by a Dubai local
radio station about the ISTA festival. So,
out of the frying pan into the fire came
to mind. I’d managed to get out of doing
the welcome speech to the ISTA students
and teachers in a small and friendly setting
but now I had to go to the middle of a
busy shopping mall where the radio station
had set up their stand, be interviewed on
live radio, in front of all the strangers doing
their shopping. Aargh! Saying hello to 120
people for a couple of minutes didn’t seem
that bad now after all. The radio interview
went well though and hopefully no one
noticed the huge butterflies in my stomach.
This festival was also where I met the
amazing and very talented Vincenzo
Tortorici for the very first time. A crazy
moment for Vincenzo I am sure was our
desert safari. Vincenzo was accompanied
by his lovely son Giovanni and I shared the
same 4x4 as them for the dune bashing
part of the trip. Giovanni kept letting his
father know that he felt unwell and Vince,
bless him, had a little pot of dried ginger
with him that he kept asking Giovanni to
take, telling him it would make him feel
better. Vince was reassuring Giovanni
all the time that he would feel better in
a minute, in a minute, in a minute... and
to just let the ginger work. Little did we
know that Vincenzo had also been taking
the medicinal ginger too and that it wasn’t
actually working at all! Giovanni didn’t
know that his father was feeling ill though
until we stopped and got out of the
vehicle. Such a good dad - always putting
Giovanni first.

“MUU…OIRA!”
By Odette MacKenzie
Thespians advise: “Don’t share the theatre
space with children or animals”. But of
course we all know that working with
children brings about one of the greatest
joys in life. And I have to say, had I been
allowed to bring my dog Spud with
me (indeed named after the trusty Irish
potato), she would have loved every
moment of the Kuala Lumpur festival.
Spud would have been especially pleased
with her efforts in downward dog during
full group yoga.

So now the old theory is utterly dispelled.
Do work with children because they bring
that energy. Alas, still not so sure about
the health and safety regulations when it
comes to bringing your pets. I would like
now to add an amendment to the list of
“do’s”: if the opportunity arises for you to
work with your mother, do not look upon
this journey with horror. Instead seize it
with both hands.
During the festival, I was the Musical
Director. This was a brilliant experience
full of creativity and energy. Much of my
time was spent dancing around with the
students singing: “We rise above adversity,
we rise above adversity, we do this through
diversity, you and me!”. A wonderful jingle
that came about through brainstorming
song lyrics with each ensemble. Being the
Musical Director is hands down one of the
greatest experiences in my professional life.
And the journey began on the first day
when I met up with the Artistic Director
Moira Arthurs. There we began the
healthy collaboration for the festival. People
remarked how well we got on. Someone
observed how when I asked Moira if she
wanted a coffee, I went up and got it
for her without inquiring if she took milk
(which she does) or sugar (which she
does not). Someone else commented how
interesting it was that we got on so well
together, despite the fact that we were in
many ways opposites.
Moira and I would glance a look at each
other and suppress a laugh. During that
week, we had an intuitive understanding
of our working space and how we both
fitted into it. The rumours began to fly:
Moira and I were partners, Moira and I
had worked together before, Moira and I
were long lost siblings (in her dreams, she
doesn’t look that young!). Finally, the truth
emerged during the technical run.
I was on the stage singing along with the
students, rehearsing the song. Moira was
up in the lighting box giving directions. I
just needed five more minutes with the
kids but the schedule was (as it always
is at this stage) slightly out of whack
and I was going to be cut short. I turned
around to ask Moira for an extra five, the
children silent and very obedient at this
stage, listening in intently, when I almost
exclaimed “Mum” instead of “Moira”. I
managed to catch myself just in time.
However, the cat was out of the bag and
we both had some very funny questions
thrown at us during dinner that night.

Kuala Lumpur, late 20th century. I was there along with Mike
Pasternak, Peter Wilkins, quite possibly Tim Williams, and certainly
Doug Bishop. Anyone who knew Doug knows what a terrific host
he was - both professionally and personally - and this festival
became legendary thanks to his outside-the-box playfulness. While
some of the sessions took place at ISKL, Doug’s host school, he also
booked an entire day for us at a resort outside of the city on the
edge of the rain forest.
Now, I could have written about the Vienna festival where I blindfolded and being led by a student - pushed an entire cart of
art supplies down the stairs thus giving birth to the classic ensemblebuilding
exercise
Find A Mop - No,
Several Mops And Get Everyone
Down On The
Floor Immediately;
or
about
The
Hague
festival
where, thanks to
instructions from
the Rep, we had to
repeatedly explain
the phrase “no, not
that kind of coffee
shop”; or perhaps
the residency at the
American School
of Paris when Sally
and I, as guests of
Ted, spent every
day working with
students and every
night consuming
enormous amounts
of cheese, bread, fish and wine; or maybe the time in 1985 (the
ISTA Traveling Troupe, brainchild of Pat Zich) when somehow
I thought it was a good idea to not only work for nothing but
also sleep in the school gymnasium with the entire performing
ensemble; or the Buenos Aires festival when Fenella cajoled the
teachers (who, Agustin will admit, were pretty easily cajoled) into
a surprise performance depicting the Birth of the Tango among
longshoremen working the waterfront; or, inevitably, about the
infamous Brazilian cocktail napkin on which Tim Williams (who
was definitely there this time) wrote something I said which I
don’t remember but which he swears to reveal publicly if I don’t
mention him at least twice in every article.

• Tim Williams inventing This Is Not a Rambutan, the exotic fruit
improvisation game.
And before all that we had the pre-festival day exploring the
city, eating street food and buying cheap textiles with Pasternak
nursing a bum knee but gamely trying to keep up, shouting in his
inimitable Scots accent: “No, it’s alright. You go on ahead. I’ll be
fine,” every few hundred yards and then, once he’d caught up,
adding a few gasps of: “Ach, my knee!” before recommencing
“No, it’s alright...”.
At the end of a long day of this we retired to Doug’s house
where, ever the
gracious
host,
he plied us with
cases of beer and
bottles of arrack
and revealed the
day’s most prized
purchase: a durian
fruit. Looking like
a spiky rugby ball,
the durian fruit
is legendary for
its aroma which
is best compared
to that of raw
sewage but prized
for its flavour
which we were
keen to experience.
Holding our noses,
we cracked open
the
thick
rind
and extracted a
banana-shaped pit
covered with creamy pulp. The taste was every bit as unfamiliar
as the smell had been, something like onion-flavoured ice cream. A
few decent swigs of beer and we were satisfied with the experiment
and eager to dispense with the noxious odour. Fortunately, Doug’s
Malay housekeeper was thrilled to take the delicacy off our hands.

“IT BECAME A SORT OF
RHYTHMIC, ROLLING
CHANT - RUMBLE, BELCH,
CRY... RUMBLE, BELCH,
CRY... RUMBLE, BELCH,
CRY... RUMBLE, BELCH,
CRY: ‘ACH, MY KNEE!’.
AND REPEAT.”

But let’s focus on the joyful Doug Bishop and the magical ISKL
festival. Among the highlights:
• Out and about in the trees, with ensembles wandering to
explore the rain forest.
• Individual ensemble sessions held in the swimming pool because
nothing builds group unity better than making sure no one drowns.
• A full group music session in which I got 100 people to begin
humming and not stop making sound for a full 30 minutes and
which included a big singing/dancing/chanting/drumming circle.

The reaction of beer and durian, it turns out, is more powerful
than we’d expected. Something about the carbonation maybe,
or the enzymes in the malt, in combination with the sugars from
the fruit, causes a kind of fermentation and percolation process
which lasts for quite some time. Imagine then, the four or five of
us relaxing on Doug’s veranda, preparing for the festival opening
the next day. Serious professionals with deep expertise in theatre,
music, language and education, carefully planning the first event
of a major international gathering. As we discussed pedagogy, one
by one we’d rumble, belch and then cry: “Oh god! The durian!”
around the table. It became a sort of rhythmic, rolling chant rumble, belch, cry... rumble, belch, cry... rumble, belch, cry... rumble,
belch, cry: “Ach, my knee!”. And repeat. •

5 parents

“I ASKED NICOLAS WHY HE LIKED
ISTA SO MUCH. HE ANSWERED THAT
HE WAS ABLE TO EXPRESS HIMSELF
WITHOUT JUDGEMENT.”

NORA LAMY
Nicolas has been interested in performing for a long time. When
we first heard of ISTA we thought that it would be an amazing
opportunity for him to be a part of an organisation designed for
international school students with such great teachers, management
and sponsors.
During his participation in the ISTA Performing Arts Academy at
the Western International School Shanghai I noticed that Nicolas
became surer of himself and happier. He just blossomed. After
the first course, I asked Nicolas why he liked ISTA so much. He
answered that he was able to express himself without judgement.
I think that this contributed tremendously to increasing his selfesteem. I think that the timing is perfect too. At 15, Nicolas is
smack in the middle of adolescence and being a part of ISTA
is making this complex period easier for him (and us) to handle.
While he has always been a social person, being part of ISTA
has pushed him even further in his ability to have empathy and
understanding of others.
What has surprised me the most about his participation in the
programme is his absolute love of it. I knew that he would like
it but I never expected this level of commitment. He is totally
dedicated to it and it is making him be a more responsible
teenager as a result. We have physical, mental, emotional and
spiritual components in our personalities. The arts are important
to me because they allow us to express and/or to appreciate the
world using all of these components. The arts are nourishment for
the soul and thus make us more complete, well-rounded human
beings.
I would recommend ISTA to almost all parents. Certainly to those
whose children have an interest in theatre but also to those who
have children in all places of the spectrum: from the very shy
to the very restless. ISTA can help the shy child come out and
the restless child to follow a discipline both in a safe, constructive
environment.

NIAMH POWER
The ISTA middle school festival in Atlanta in November 2015 was
an eye-opener for my son in all the best senses of the word(s)...
an engaging, crucial topic: “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere” (Martin Luther King) with a preliminary, exploratory
trip to the National Centre for Civil and Human Rights, Atlanta.

He was captivated from the first moment in the small group
ensembles which offered an energy, diversity and creativity that
he had not previously been exposed to. The excellent ensemble
leaders encouraged and mentored all the students to explore
the subject in a fun, inclusive and non-judgemental manner.
Transferring the learning from these workshops to the larger
ensemble pieces then helped build their self-confidence both in
a drama context and, more broadly, in their social interactions
with peers from similar and different socio-cultural backgrounds.
The opportunity to stay with a host family also positively fostered
my son’s independence and offered him the opportunity to forge
an ongoing friendship with another family. The whole experience
has positively encouraged the development of his wider theatrical
interests... and he cannot wait until his next opportunity to
participate in an ISTA festival.

KAT NGKAION
When our youngest son Zac asked if he could go to ISTA to say
that we were surprised was an understatement. He had never
been particularly interested in drama. ISTA wasn’t on our radar,
at least not for Zac. He knew next to nothing about it other than
it was fun. By his reckoning it had all the elements important for a
7th grader: his drama teacher was cool, he knew some of the kids
that were auditioning and he got to skip school.
My husband and I were actually very pleased about this
development. The previous year Jakarta Intercultural School
hosted ISTA. Our 2nd son Angelo who had joined just about
every school production since kindergarten was an ISTA volunteer.
It was one of the highlights of his senior year and reaffirmed his
drive to major in theatre arts. From Angelo we knew about the
workshops, ensembles, exploring the host city and more. Our
own research taught us how ISTA builds inquiry and leadership,
and bridges diversity through collaborative experiences and
performances. It was exactly the kind of opportunity we hoped
our boys would explore.
Zac went to ISTA in Pattaya and came home bursting with stories.
While I don’t remember the details, I remember a phrase he kept
repeating: inner awesomeness. “I found my inner awesomeness.”
“We shared our inner awesomeness.” An experience that gives
so much empowerment and positivity is certainly well worth the
investment in time, effort and resources.

My husband and I gained something too. In nurturing our four
boys’ diverse passions, we unintentionally pigeonholed them by
“screening” the opportunities we presented. While we told The
Athletes about spring training camps and pitching clinics, we only
flagged acting workshops for The Theater Kid. We played to
their strengths but we didn’t encourage exploration. Zac’s guileless,
unexpected request to join ISTA was the catalyst for so much
learning for him and our family. We have since started sharing
opportunities without bias and with great results.
Two years after ISTA, I sat down to write this and asked Zac
to share his ISTA memories. He said: “It brought out my inner
awesomeness”. What a resounding testimony to the impact of that
experience. I want to clarify that he is not and never has been a
cocky kid. In fact he’s reserved, sometimes unsure of himself and
does his best to meet expectations. His words today tell me that
the affirmation and confidence he discovered at ISTA are the
reserves he draws from when he leads the JV basketball team
as captain, struggles with a complicated concept or just faces the
daily challenges of being a teenage boy.
Zac hasn’t done theatre since and maybe he won’t choose to.
That’s OK. The ISTA experience goes beyond the classroom or the
stage. I know. I see this everyday with my boy, who in my totally
biased opinion, is awesome inside and out.

SANDY AND DEREK HILL
Jodell has always been passionate about drama so when she
became a secondary school student, theatre studies became her
favourite subject. She was very lucky to have as her teacher Angela
David who recognised Jodell’s commitment and encouraged her to
experience the various aspects of the subject.
When Jodell was in grade 7 the school she was at hosted an
ISTA festival that year. I remember Jodell being very excited and
looked forward to meeting new friends. She enthused about the
opportunity of devising theatre pieces with other children from
international schools and she particularly relished working with
theatre professionals in addition to the school teachers. It was the
first time she had the chance to work with like-minded teenagers
rather than in a regular lesson where, perhaps, some students did
not have the same degree of interest in the subject.
It was an experience which she repeated again with later ISTA
festivals. The next time was travelling with the excitement of
visiting different countries. However, it was always the activities
of the ISTA workshops which was of main focus of conversation
when she returned. When it came to applying to study theatre
at university she was able to refer to her experiences in support of
her applications which has led her to a career in theatre. Her most
challenging role was as deputy stage manager for a professional
production which ran for several weeks.
ISTA does not just benefit the performers who appear on stage
but also those who have an interest in the more technical side of
theatre.

TOTTY ELLWOOD
You know you have invested well in your child’s education when
you pick them up and on asking them how it went he says: “11/10”
– would he do it again: “Definitely”!
My son was attending his second ISTA festival but this time we,
Verdala International School, were the host. As a parent this was
a very different experience, hosting all the students, seeing all
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the organisation needed and instead of dropping them off at the
airport and relying on a couple of Facebook photos we got to see
first-hand what an ISTA fest entails.
Our bonsai festival included four visiting schools and the theme
of Beyond boarders that focused on the refugee crisis. An apt
topic for these current times but also particularly appropriate
for Malta and an island in the Mediterranean along a refugee
pathway. Parents were given a chance to see first-hand how
ISTA works with an opening flash mob performance set up by
the Verdala students who invited the parents and students to
walk through a soundscape of Refugee cries that chilled us as we
were reminded of the challenges a refugee faces as they leave
their home, friends and family forever. For many of us that is an
unimaginable concept: to pack our lives up into one suitcase, to
know that returning is not an option, that the future might not be
better but anything must be better. As a parent who follows the
news I found it empowering watching my son gain an empathetic
understanding of the plight of refugees. He moved from it being
a regular item on the news to a real insight into the refugee crisis.
This was echoed in their final performance that we as parents
had the privilege to view: a combination of emotions, frustration
and the reality of the matter was combined into an ensemble
performance. 3 ½ days seems such little time to pull together 80
students into something worthwhile yet it was and the seriousness
of the performance resonated in us all.
Apart from an artistic performance ISTA is clearly so much more
than that. Bringing together students from international schools
across the globe clearly gives our children an opportunity to
connect beyond their own bubble and to socialise through the
hosting opportunity with other international families. My son
will always be interested in drama but he came away with so
much more, a social network of other like-minded people as they
compared schools, systems, TOK ideas and future aspirations. This
is a melting pot of promise and especially this festival felt poignant
as the experiential learning element gave them food for thought
that I can see will sit with them for a long time. •

“I FOUND
MY INNER
AWESOMENESS.”

5 heads of schools
CHRIS BOWMAN

GREG BRUNTON

My first experience of ISTA coincided with my joining the
International School of Luxembourg – a school which I soon
learned already enjoyed a long and productive relationship with
ISTA over the years. And what a wonderful relationship and
creative community I discovered. It was actually a copy of Scene
which first drew my attention to ISTA with all the brilliant, creative
projects, productions and people proudly displayed within its
pages. Little wonder that this exuberant and full-of-life magazine
is in its fifteenth year of production and here we are celebrating its
55th issue. Congratulations!

During the past 38 years since its founding the International Schools
Theatre Association (ISTA) has grown to include 220 member
schools and runs approximately 60 annual performing arts events
worldwide. However, ISTA has only one permanent performing
arts academy: the ISTA Performing Arts Academy Shanghai at
the Western International School of Shanghai (WISS).

I subsequently became aware of the beating heart of the
organisation itself when our school’s theatrical guru Mike West
put forward a request to have our drama students and teachers
join with theatre students, teachers and experts from other
international schools from far and wide in what, naturally, turned
out to be a wonderful learning and performing experience for all
concerned. The next step, of course, was to host our own event
at ISL with a marvellous group of students and teachers joining
us on our own turf for days of outstanding learning, performance,
talent showcasing, companionship and fun. I was totally sold. Such
an enriching experience for young people and such impressive
displays of talent, confidence and full-blooded enjoyment. And not
just the kids.
Over the years I continued to be impressed and delighted with
the opportunities ISTA provided for our students; not only
allowing them to explore, grow and show their considerable
and varied talents but to encourage and enable them to develop
such a powerful and crucial range of transferrable life skills: selfconfidence, self-discipline, time management, listening skills,
following instructions, teamwork and development of clear speech
and diction. Quite a package.
It was always a pleasure to see students making and enjoying
new acquaintances from all around the world and, especially in
these days of social media, it would be interesting to know how
many life-long friendships have resulted from people being drawn
together at ISTA events and continue to do so.
As an educator, I was also constantly impressed with the contribution
theatre made to so many student’s overall education. We often
saw individual students steadily blossom out of shy cocoons as
they found a niche for their (sometimes previously unrecognised)
talents; sometimes ultimately in leading roles. And then there were
always the highly academically capable individuals who were up
to their necks in everything: studies, sports, drama and music, and
somehow finding time to shine all round. I must admit I always
had a sense that for such busy and successful students, theatre
provided a pressure valve and a creative lubricant which only
helped them with their academics.
No surprise then that it is such a pleasure to read and absorb the
contents of Scene when it arrives. Always a refreshing affirmation
of the way in which theatre enriches and brings such pleasure to
our lives, either in performance or as a member of an appreciative
audience.
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Though I know all of that now as the director of WISS, I did not
know any of that at the beginning. My first experience with the
ISTA Academy at WISS was as a parent. My oldest daughter
Alexcia loved to sing and she especially loved to dance. She was
in the WISS Community Choir and took many, many hours
of after school dance classes but that just was not enough. We
enrolled her in the inaugural course of the ISTA Academy. She
loved it! She not only worked on her performing skills but, most
importantly, collaborated with younger and older students as they
created unique work. After the 8-week long course I attended
the final performance with a theatre full of parents and guests,
and was amazed by what the group created in such a short
period of time. I was so proud of her and of them! Once the
applause calmed down, the students were taken away to reflect
on their experiences over the course while the audience was given
a summary of what had occurred behind the scenes over the
weeks. I became even more amazed with the professionalism and
creativity of the practitioners as they supported the students during
the process. After seeing what her older sister did in the group’s
culminating performance, and once she turned 11, my youngest
daughter Alana decided to enrol as well.

MADELEINE HEWITT
I first learned of ISTA in 1992 while teaching
at Taipei American School (TAS). While at
TAS I was invited to accompany middle
school drama club sponsor Nancy Mock
on an ISTA trip to Thailand. Together
we travelled to the International School of
Bangkok (ISB) with a young and eager
troupe of students. For me that trip was
signature-special. It offered the classic
ISTA weekend full of experiential learning,
inspiring all of us with great workshops,
presentations and creative ensemble work.
Throughout the week-end the spirit of

Seeing how my daughters were growing in the academy, I started
to learn more what the ISTA Academy at WISS was about and
what an unbelievable opportunity it was for all of the students at
the academy. The ISTA Academy at WISS has incredible patrons
who have worked with our students to include Emmy, BAFTA,
and ASCAP-award winner John Altman, multiple Grammyaward winner Andy Summers, Double Oscar Academy and multi
BAFTA-award winner Neil Corbould, actor and award winning
director Ian McElhinney, award winning playwright and actress
Marie Jones and many more.
The ISTA Performing Arts Academy Shanghai at WISS is run
by four of WISS’s extremely gifted teachers each with different
specialisations to include drama, movement and choreography,
theatre tech and music. At WISS, we take the performing arts
and the ISTA Academy very seriously. That is why when one of
our performing arts teachers/ISTA practitioner teachers moved
on to another challenge, creating an opening in our preforming
arts department, I prioritised candidates with experience leading
ISTA workshops around the world as ISTA for me is the mark
of quality, the best.
We are thrilled that WISS is home to ISTA’s only full-time
performing arts academy and are extremely thankful for the
many opportunities the academy provides to students from
around Shanghai and beyond.

empowered to discover their own values
and beliefs, and to more fully develop their
identities.
How does it happen? Students and their
sponsors from international schools arrive at
the host school. Talented professional artists/
educators fly in to lead the workshops and
the ensembles. The workshop/ensemble
leaders create the atmosphere. As ISTA
aficionado Fenella Kelly describes it, the
participants are all invited into a “3rd space”.
That is a space in which they can dare to be
someone else. They can explore, experiment,
take risks. They
can mimic, rift,
innovate
and
connect. Students
are drawn to this
world of the 3rd
space and in it they
come to understand
its transformative
power. In my 30th
year as an educator,
students are still
returning
from
ISTA experiences
with the same
enthusiasm
and
advocacy I have
witnessed in each
of the five schools I
have served.
Most recently, at
the KAUST School
in the spring of
2016, our student
Louis
Davidson
attended an ISTA
festival in Kuala
Lumpur. He shared
this:

innovation and discovery was alive. Through
the years I attended other ISTA events in
Brussels, Milan, Cairo and Taipei - all these
trips gave our students a special experience
with other young talents and allowed each
student to thrive in a remarkably nurturing
and risk-friendly environment.
What is it about ISTA that ultimately changes
lives? It’s risk. It’s safety. It’s exploration,
collaboration and play. Ultimately, it’s a
formative learning experience which allows
students individually and collectively to
make discoveries about many things. Most
significant perhaps is that students are

“ISTA was an amazing experience. We
were able to learn a bit more about the
performing arts with kids our age from all
round the world. I had a fantastic time, full
of triumphs, new knowledge gained and
joy. We were hosted by a family that had,
beforehand, agreed to take in 2-3 students
into their home. This part of the trip was
another great experience, we felt at home
in somebody else’s home. We were fed
delicious food and had a comfy bed to sleep
in. We also had the opportunity to take part
in two workshops. The workshops were led
by artists from ISTA. So many different
cultures and therefore different themes

incorporated into a final performance. The
final performance was magical! We were
first put into ensembles with ensemble
leaders and then came up with ideas. We
performed in different languages and
different areas of the performing arts singing, acting, dancing, movement. It was
all to describe our magical experience at
Batu Caves on the first day and to connect
it to the theme of Rising Above. The final
performance was so symbolic in the way
everybody moved and the ideas all brought
together to work in unity. Even though I
was not in the audience, I could see that
what we were doing was breath-taking
and sensational. One moment, waiting in
the wings of the stage, I thought back to
all of the activities we had done and the
experience I was taking part of. We are so
lucky and so blessed to have gone on that
trip, halfway across the world, to learn and
work with some amazing people.”
The ISTA learning experience is formative
and transformative. Long live ISTA and
may it continue to flower: ISTA vivat
crescat floreat.

RICHARD PARKER
I first came across ISTA when I was a
principal at an international school in
Hong Kong. The drama teacher at our
school asked to take a group of students
to a festival in Shanghai. When the group
returned they asked if they could have a
spot in an assembly and I was happy to
oblige. That assembly was the first time I
began to appreciate the possibilities of the
ISTA approach. The students performed
a Bear Dance and at one point managed
to coax a sizeable group in the audience to
join them. The students performing the Bear
Dance had been a reticent, self-effacing
group before they went to Shanghai but
the experience had obviously changed
them. They had a newfound confidence
and voice, and they were encouraging
others to follow their lead. Our school had
no culture of drama in school and many
of the classes were unusually quiet with
students reluctant to share their opinions
and used to a very traditional behaviourist
sort of pedagogy: students in line, lots of
teacher talk, short answers, quiet students.
The move to inquiry was proving a slow
battle of attrition and the Bear Dance
moment was one of the turning points in
>>

“ISTA WAS AN AMAZING
EXPERIENCE..”
<<
that battle. It was the first time I had seen
students confidently taking control of an
assembly, showing their authentic voice.
That was the moment I began to think of
ISTA as more than a drama organisation
but one capable of impacting on whole
school culture for the better.
We hosted two ISTA festivals in Hong
Kong both of which were hugely popular
with parents and students. We are now
hosting our first festival at my new school
(ILS Surrey) and I am always looking to
develop new and innovative partnership
programmes with ISTA. The starting point
for this year’s festival is the Good Chance
Theatre set up for migrants in the Jungle
refugee camp just outside Calais. It aligns
with the service projects we are running
around the rights of refugees and is a
perfect illustration of the flexibility of the
ISTA approach.
There is an urgent need to reassess
the place of the arts in schools and the
ability of the arts subjects to inform
practice across disciplines. Students should
have the opportunity to perform their
understandings in different ways through
different use of different medias. Students
learn in different ways and have different
passions. ISTA’s focus on devised theatre
nurtures students’ creativity and allows
any student, whatever their ability, to
develop skills for life. A creative and
dynamic approach to pedagogy enables
students to find their voice but many
teachers do not have the toolkit to create
the kind of dynamic classroom befitting
an individualised approach. ISTA is far
more than a drama organisation. It can
provide the very toolkit teachers need in
the modern world.

DENISE WALSH
It is my pleasure to share some of the ways
in which ISTA has supported our school’s
desire to offer a quality theatre arts
programme. Bali Island School (formerly
Bali International School) is a small school
with single digit cohorts of DP Theatre
students and a strong MYP Drama
programme. The school strongly believes in
supporting the arts but it can be difficult to
offer a comprehensive programme when

we consistently have small theatre arts
cohorts. It is with this challenge that ISTA
helps us make a difference.
Since we became part of ISTA, our
students have participated in theatre events
most notably in Kuala Lumpur and more
locally in Ubud, Bali. Our drama teacher
Monica Coburn is a strong proponent of
ISTA. She states ISTA’s “TaPS offers our
students a great opportunity to work in
an ensemble with accomplished local
and international theatre practitioners.
The schedule is always richly packed
with cultural and theatrical experiences.
Our students have found it to be a
tremendously empowering experience
to share perspectives with a peer group
that is passionate for performance and to
contribute to the inspiring exchanges of
theatrical ideas and collaborative artistic
efforts.” Since we have such small cohorts,
we also have a small drama department
consisting of a single teacher. Therefore,
the access to professional development that
ISTA provides through the community,
networking and the green room portal are
invaluable to us.
We also regularly take advantage of the
professional development opportunities
for DP Theatre. When we are unable to
actually attend events, we still benefit from
receiving Scene quarterly. Monica takes
inspiration from the journal and uses it to
inform her lessons and try new ideas. Both
professional development opportunities are
appreciated by BIS as we look for ways to
continue to grow professionally and stay
within our budget.
These
professional
development
opportunities mirror the TaPs advantages
of sharing perspectives and exchanging
ideas for our teacher. Therefore ISTA
provides us with the “complete package”
of both professional support and support of
student learning. This is a rather unique and
very much appreciated aspect of ISTA.
Monica has always strongly advocated
for our participation in ISTA and as a
head of school I take the endorsement
of valued employees very seriously. This
shows that ISTA makes an impact where
it counts: with the teaching and learning
in our school. BIS has been part of the
ISTA group for many years and plans to
continue to be part of the community for
many years to come. •

“I PRIORITISED
CANDIDATES
WITH EXPERIENCE
LEADING ISTA
WORKSHOPS
AROUND THE
WORLD AS ISTA
FOR ME IS THE
MARK OF QUALITY,
THE BEST.”

5 ISTA babies
DECIDING ON DESTA
By Emmy Abrahamson
ISTA has been part of my life for 25 years in so many different
ways. I had my second ever kiss at the ISTA summer programme
in York (with an Irish guy called D’arcy, not one of the other
students although he did constitute 50% of the audience for our
final performance). Thanks to ISTA I have gotten to travel to
places I would never have travelled to otherwise and met people
that would never have crossed my path otherwise. My first ever
festival in Asia was in Kuala Lumpur in 2004. Darren Scully was
the AD and a new ISTA artist was also at that festival: a beautiful
and enthusiastic young Desta Haile. I remember Desta and me
sitting in my hotel room where I shared the games and activities I
had collected from previous festivals and just felt such a genuine
warmth and loveliness emanate from her.
When Vic and I got engaged in 2008 it was after an ISTA
festival in Dar es Salaam. He had hidden the engagement ring in
a dirty sock and proposed in a hotel near Ngorongoro. It was off
season, we were the only guests at the hotel and we were warned
that there might be lions prowling around the hotel at dawn.
When we came back to our flat in Vienna one of our first guests
was Desta. We drank a lot of wine, ate pasta and laughed a lot.

“SHE IS SMART,
FUNNY, ALWAYS
WANTS TO WEAR
A HAT OR A CAP,
OBSERVANT,
LOVES BOOKS AND
IS DESPERATE TO
FINALLY LOSE A
TOOTH.”

Two years later we found out that I was pregnant with twins. It
had been a long and draining process trying to get pregnant so we
were thrilled that we were going to get two for the price of one.
One of the twins was definitely a boy but it wasn’t possible to see
the sex of the other as the baby lay hidden behind her brother. But
Vic and I never even needed to have a discussion about what the
name was going to be if it was a girl: it was set on Desta. We both
loved the name, it worked in every language and means “joy” in
Amharic, something that we definitely felt about our babies. We
also like the fact that our Desta would be named after such a
stunning, creative and inspiring woman.
As soon as our Desta was born Desta Haile got the title OD:
Original Desta, and our Desta “version 2.0”. When our Desta was
around two years old we started telling her more about OD e.g.
that she was a musician. This led to, whenever a female singer
came on the radio, Desta would ask if that was OD. When I said I
was going to be at
a festival with OD
in Geneva in 2015
Desta
presented
me with a piece
of
cardboard
with a drawing
of a stickfigure
in a square on
it. “It’s a laptop
with an image
of you picking
strawberries,” Desta
said proudly. I gave
the “laptop” to
OD at the festival
which she loved.

Neither girls are planning for a life in the arts or in theatre but
that’s hardly the point. Their lives have been enriched not only by
ISTA experiences but, probably more significantly, by ISTA people
either consistently
in their lives (Dinos
Aristidou, Sherri
Sutton,
Emmy
Ab ra ha m s o n ,
Jo Parish, Mike
Pasternak, Moira
Arthurs,
Liane
Campbell,
Ted
of course) or by
spending
time
with
ISTA’ites
when they visited.
Despite us choosing
to live in two of the
most remote parts
of the world - first
Cornwall and then
Perth - we have
remarkably
had
folks popping in
regularly over the
last 15 years. So
whether time was
spent at the dinner
table, playing or on
a long walk – the
girls have had so
many very special,
gifted and gorgeous individuals to share time with. Thus helping
to shape who they are today and who they will become in the
future.

“IT IS THESE
CONNECTIONS,
FRIENDSHIPS,
CONVERSATIONS AND
THE STORIES THAT
ENSUE THAT I HOLD SO
DEAR TO MY HEART…
OUTSIDE OF WHAT
THEY’VE GIVEN AND
CONTINUE TO GIVE ME.”

Desta is now six
years old and loves
having a name
that only a handful
of
people
in
Sweden have. She
is smart, funny,
always wants to
wear a hat or a
cap,
observant,
loves books and is
desperate to finally lose a tooth. Before she falls asleep at night she
always builds a wall of fluffy toys around herself and all her life
she has slept with her eyes open – something that used to freak
me and Vic out completely when she was a baby! Though her
brother Til is now rather looking like the potential future ISTAstudent, I can’t wait for the day when the two Destas finally meet.

THE LAPPEL SISTERS
By Sally Robertson
The infamous Lappel sisters are ISTA babies by default. Their
Mum took over the reins of ISTA when they were approaching 4
and 2 and so they’ve had ISTA in their life since early memories
began to form. Even before that they were thrust into the ISTA
arena. At three months old I took Cora to a festival in Jakarta...
vague memories... but pictures of her being cuddled and taken care
of by Tim Williams, Michael Westberg, Ian Pike, Peter Wilkins.
Then another trip to Indonesia... to Bali this time and cuddles with
Dinos Aristidou and Ted Miltenberger while Mum Rep’d and
helped Rucina get ISTA established in Asia.
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A long drive for Emmy as a one-year old while I headed from
Cornwall through Devon to pick up Moira Arthurs en route to a
TaPS in Stratford. A nervous Mum taking Cora as a tiny baby
to Finsbury Park to meet Pat Zich. I do remember I really didn’t
need to have been so nervous as Cora fell asleep in her high
chair clutching a banana before I could worry about her being
troublesome. Fairy mudland and strawberries dipped in chocolate
with Emmy Abrahamson in Trannack, Cornwall. Moving forwards
and Cora attending a TaPS in London where she “assisted” Moira
and was so quietly confident mixing with students almost twice
her age. Then two festivals in Perth where Dad staffed – Emmy
working in the tech ensemble and Cora in a devising ensemble in
consecutive years.

Other memories now come to mind. New York times with Carla
Weiss and Margie Duffield; parasailing with Matt Godfrey in
Florida; synchronised swimming in Ted’s pool with Alan Hayes;
walking the high line in New York with John Young; being
rescued by Anna Parr in Singapore; a Chester visit to see Matt
Baker – the list goes on. Recent connections with Jeremy Otto,
Tom Scott and a long awaited reunion with Michael Westberg
and Greg de Rosa in Bali.
It is these connections, friendships, conversations and the stories
that ensue that I hold so dear to my heart… outside of what they’ve
given and continue to give me. How blessed that the ISTA magic
spreads to one and all regardless of age and that our gorgeous
daughters will continue to have such beautiful human beings
touching their lives.
>>

“MIHRIMAH IS A NAME WE FELL IN
LOVE WITH, IT’S TAKEN FROM THE
BOOK THE ARCHITECT’S APPRENTICE
BY ELIF SHAFAK. SULTAN SULLEIMAN
THE MAGNIFICENT’S DAUGHTER WHO
AMONGST MANY OTHER INTERESTS
HAD A PASSION FOR ARCHITECTURE.”

<<

FATAL EMBRACE (HEAD BUTT)
By Jez Gregg
“I have come to believe that if there is one shape that reaches
out to all of us, it is the dome. That is where all the distinctions
disappear and every single sound, whether of joy or sorrow,
merges into one huge silence of all-encompassing love. When I
think of this world in such a way, I feel dazed and disorientated,
and cannot tell any longer where the future begins and the past
ends; where the West falls and the East rises.” Extract taken from
The Architect’s Apprentice by Elif Shafak

he says:
“Inside the Taj Mahal I will have somewhere a detail for Mihrimah,
which only the knowing eye will recognise. A moon and a sun
locked together in a fatal embrace – such is the meaning of her
name.” Elif Shafak

27th June. Euro 2016 Iceland 2 -1 England, disaster!

Rewind...
7th July 2013. Married in Turkey

28th June (4:00am). Guzelbahce in Izmir, Turkey, the call to
prayer rang out from the local mosque, waking Aylin up... she
turned to me and said: “I think my water broke...”. I then, in a calm,
relaxed and totally controlled manner, leapt up like an electrified
monkey and we set off to the hospital. Over the next 48 hours of
labour that followed, Aylin and I spent a relaxing time together,
candles, listening to Max Richter, massaging, walking up and
down stairs.
30th June. Natural birth in Turkey is really uncommon, doctors
are not willing to take that route yet with the help and assistance
from the amazingly caring and supportive medical team – the
baby arrived safely. Aylin was an absolute real hero. The baby
was placed carefully on Aylin’s chest and Ahmet Bey, our doctor
peeked under the blanket and shouted in his best English: “IT’S
A GIRL!”. (4:12am): Mihrimah Refiye Gregg arrived in the world
weighing 2.9kg, bringing incomparable and instant joy to Aylin
and myself. Mihrimah is a name we fell in love with, it’s taken
from the book The Architect’s Apprentice by Elif Shafak. Sultan
Sulleiman the Magnificent’s daughter who amongst many other
interests had a passion for architecture. There is a mosque built
and named after her in Istanbul. Also in the book when Jahan,
the architect’s apprentice talks of building another famous mosque

Rewind...
20th-30th September 2015. Made in China.

Rewind...
22nd April 2012. Meet cute in the Garden of Eden.
I brought a work experience student from the local school and
ISTA enthusiast to the ISTA Eden high school festival. He was
desperate to see friends and he had no-one to take him, I was
reluctant as I was travelling to Hong Kong the next day but
thought “meh” and took him anyway. Meanwhile, Aylin was
chaperoning ten students from Takev High School, Izmir. She had
stepped in at the last second as one of her colleagues had fallen ill.
We first met under the biomes at Eden, we then metaphorically
bumped into each other throughout the day and when it was time
to say goodbye it was a classic case of “West falls and the East
rises”. In England we meet and greet with a handshake, in France
they usually kiss twice (left/right), in Switzerland 3 kisses and in
Italy they never stop kissing (so I’ve been told). I thought “Turkey...
hmm... if in doubt French left/right”. Excellent, Turkey takes a
right/left approach... we literally bumped head butted (not quite
a “fatal embrace” but close). A class act, the rest is Mira’s story.
Fast forward...
30th June (4:12am). Mihrimah Refiye Gregg arrived in the world.
Thank you to the ISTA dome for helping our worlds collide.

MY ENSEMBLE IS MY
VILLAGE
By Samantha Pierce
I ate my dinner with plastic utensils out
of a flimsy plastic container. Again. It had
been three months since I’d moved to
Hong Kong and I hadn’t had the time or
energy to buy plates, knives and forks, or
to cook one meal myself. I was directing
the school musical and rehearsing a silly
amount of hours every day after school
and on weekends too. On top of directing
I was producing, choreographing, set
designing, costume designing and running
the tech crew. When I wasn’t rehearsing I
was frantically scrambling to stay on top of
emails, grading, planning and show prep.
I had a bajillion balls in the air and was
just managing to stay sane... just. I am not
being hyperbolic when I say I nearly had
a nervous breakdown in those months as
I attempted to do it all, as if there were
some prize for the idiot who takes on more
than they can handle. At school I put on
my happy can-do mask and “performed”,
telling people I didn’t need help and
that everything was under control. But,
underneath, the cracks were appearing.
Luckily, the show came to fruition and life
eased a bit. I never directed a show single
handedly like that ever again - instead I
learned how to value the team, to work
collaboratively on a single shared goal and
to celebrate the process with a tribe of
amazing artists who all taught me how to
be a better director. What does this have
to do with a baby you might ask?
Fast forward a few years and it’s 2:06am.
I’m wide awake yet deeply exhausted to
my very core. I can’t sleep as my baby
boy Theo is breathing and snorting in the
bassinet next to me and it’s keeping me
awake - babies are loud - yet I can’t sleep
if he’s in another room as how will I know
he’s breathing?! Days and nights blend
together and it starts to feel like wading
through glue. Friends offer to watch the
baby while I sleep a little. But I say no,
as what if he needs me? My in-laws
encourage me to go out and see friends
or take a walk in the sun. But wouldn’t
that be selfish? Our helper gently suggests
that she could do a few night shifts. But
what if he loves her more than me? I put
on my happy can-do mask and again
”perform”, telling people I didn’t need help
and that everything was under control. But
underneath the cracks were appearing.
Life has a funny way of making sure
you eventually learn the lessons you are
supposed to learn. Fast forward less than
a year and it’s 2:06am again, I’m wide
awake rocking my newest baby boy

Monty to sleep. Yes, you read that right,
two babies under one year old. I realise
that something has to give this time. I can’t
do it all and I don’t think I am supposed
to. I realise that I’ve spent over a decade
teaching students about the importance of
the ensemble, the beauty of learning and
growing together, the humility that comes
from asking for help, the need to physically
step away from your “art” sometimes to
take a breather but yet I haven’t realised
the importance of these same concepts in
the most important role I have ever taken
on.
So I start to embrace my village just as
I had embraced my ensemble. I start to
say “yes” to all ideas (thank you, Sherri
Sutton) and suddenly I had people coming
over to make us lunch, date nights with
my husband, time to myself and it just all
seemed more manageable and so much
more enjoyable. My village celebrates
every step with me; auntie sends photos of
Theo at the playground, the gunkles cheer
when Monty rolls for the first time, dear
friends know exactly what toys to buy
them as they know their personalities. My
boys are the most epic “works of art” of
my life and when this control freak of a
mama-bear finally learned how to reach
out, she realised that if you let them, the
best productions are the product of a
village who will have everyone shouting:
“BRAVO! BRAVO!” as they drown out
your fears with thunderous applause.

THE ISTA IMPACT
By Debbie Kidd
It’s always a conundrum, being an ISTA
Mum. On the one hand ISTA is one the
few times you feel really released from
family life; when you’re caught up in
the fever of a festival, fully engaged and
focused, family life can seem a million miles
away. And yet at every one, as a parent,
you’re reminded what an incredible
experience it is for young people and you
consider how wonderful it would be for
your own children to take part.
My eldest two are now 24 and 17. Joe was
already well into his teens when I joined
ISTA and not too keen to accompany his
Mum on trips into the unknown. A history
fanatic, he was almost 20 when a trip came
up that he couldn’t resist – Terezin – so he
came along and helped out with Georgia
Munnion’s ensemble and kicked himself
all the way home for not getting involved
earlier. His brother Gabriel was a little
braver. His first encounter was in Nanjing,
aged 13. Dropping him off with his host, jet
lagged and nervous, I did have a twinge of
worry. The twinge turned into fury when

I got a phone call in my hotel room to say
he was in a taxi on his way back to me.
He’d woken his host and asked to come
to me. I flung my hotel room open to him,
started to shout and before I knew it, I was
covered in his vomit. He’d not wanted to
be sick in someone else’s home. I berated
myself. Too far, too much to come alone
with no peer group friends... But within
twelve hours, he was fully recovered, back
with his wonderful, kind host (thank you
a million times, Anna) and, of course, he
had the time of his life. What a special
experience it is to watch your child flourish
in front of your eyes. Gabriel went on to
take part in another two festivals, always
as a techie and, perhaps thankfully, as part
of his school group by then.
And so, to the youngest. In some ways,
Sam is the truest ISTA baby of mine, even
though he’s never attended an event. He
was born into ISTA in that he’s never
known a time when ISTA wasn’t a big
part of our lives. When people ask him
what Mummy does, he unfailingly says:
“She does ISTA”. In reality of course, ISTA
accounts for a small part of my work but
a large part of my heart and my family
know how much it means to me. I have
great hopes that Sam will come along
to festivals and love them. He’s a born
performer, loving the arts and the chance
to be in the limelight. And he’s obsessively
interested in languages and culture –
especially Asian languages. I think ISTA
may in part be responsible for that.
On a trip to Shanghai when he was just
a year old, I was taken by Jez Gregg to
a DVD store where I bought for around
£1, every single Thomas the Tank Engine
DVD ever made. I couldn’t wait to get
them home. I sat Sam in front of the telly,
popped it on and realised that all the
voices and narration were in Mandarin.
Instead of binning them, I let him watch.
Within days, he was repeating the
Mandarin common phrases spoken at
the start of the episodes. We thought it
was funny and left it at that. But then at
the age of 7, he decided he was Buddhist
and that he was going to teach himself
Japanese. He has - he can read and write
Katakana and some Kanji and speak basic
conversational Japanese. He’s also teaching
himself some Korean (“In case I decide to
be a K-Pop star when I grow up.”) and
some Mandarin (“Because I like it.”). He’s
completely besotted with Asia. And so,
now he’s 10, I think it might be time to let
him loose on a festival and see what he
makes of it. Having a chance to take him to
Asia would be a dream come true - I just
hope he doesn’t throw up on me. •

5 ISTA students who
are now ISTA artists

“BODIES FLOPPED OVER BAGS
AWAITING THE NEXT
TRAIN TO BERLIN.”

ERICA CALI

DESTA HAILE
I have a vivid memory of getting into my
Brussels flat after work one dark, freezing
cold, foggy autumn night in 2004 and
picking up the phone to Sally. She asked if
I would like to go staff my first festival in
Kuala Lumpur the next week...? Stunned,
I just about managed to say: “Yes, please!
Thanks! Sure!” I was over the moon. I had
been to an ISTA festival before but as a
student - ISTA Budapest in 2001, I believe
it was. It must have been the coldest
winter in living memory but we had an
amazing time creating with and staying
with kids we had never met before. I was
so surprised and honoured to be asked
to join as a student ensemble leader. It
would be about another ten years before I
actually had the pleasure of meeting Sally
in person, at a Singapore ISTA festival,
but that first festival in Kuala Lumpur
was the start of an amazing adventure,
many breathtaking moments and lasting
friendships (Editor’s note: and lead to
Desta version 2.0 – see 5 ISTA babies!).

Tim Williams and James Lehmann were
my wonderful theatre teachers at the
International School of Brussels where I
graduated from in 2002. James gave me
my first paid singing gig, recording for
his funk cover band when I was about
16, and it was Tim who gave me a flyer
to check out this Afro-Cuban dance class
(my extended essay compared AfroCuban
dance and ritual to Japanese Noh) which
very randomly led to my first international
music work... which led to so much more.
Tim was the one who suggested I apply to
ISTA in the first place. So massive gratitude
to Tim, James and the whole ISTA crew. It
has now been almost thirteen years as an
ISTA artist. I have had the opportunity to
help hundreds if not thousands of children
create original theatre work. I have been
to some spectacular places, met so many
incredible people, learned so much about
the performing arts and different cultures,
cried with laughter on many occasions,
been shown so much kindness and
enjoyed so much hospitality all around
the world. I have met actors, comedians,
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writers, dancers, musicians, teachers,
directors, sound and light technicians, and
an astronaut. I have been to Malaysia,
Indonesia, Turkey, South Korea and many
other faraway places but also discovered
a part of the United Kingdom that I had
never known: the Eden Project festival in
Cornwall blew my mind.
It is wonderful and heart-warming seeing
the effect festivals have on the young
people. Seeing them grow and make
friends for life over the course of our long
weekends together is beautiful. Seeing
them bawling and hugging goodbye at the
end like they are losing their best friends.
It’s emotional. Seeing the same faces again
in different cities, lit up with enthusiasm
and joy, still playing the songs you used in
previous workshops on their iPods, still in
touch with previous ensemble members...
ISTA is truly a life-changing thing, an
extended creative and international
community that I am grateful to be a part
of. I can’t wait until my next festival: ISTA
in Muscat, March 2017. Thank you, ISTA.

2017

1993

Off and running to another festival.
Only Hours later
there
We’ll be
same Tribe
New kids,
These
With me and
Starting again
Teaching
Group Warm up
Ecstatic
and
Exhausted
having missed
a few midnight connections
Impatient traveller
tired
anxiously awaiting
Our beautiful troupe
Creating impromptu platform
performances
then
Savouring every moment
they inquire
Theatre.
Why
Kids I say
I have
To share this World
Dream
this
Passion.
with this new
16-year old
For the first time.

Jan 11
1:43 am

then
Train to Berlin
Awaiting the next
bodies flopped over bags
1:43 am
Jan 11

bodies flopped over bags
Awaiting the next
Train to Berlin.
then
For the first time
16-year old
with this new
Passion.
this
Dream
World
to share this I have
I say
Kids Why
Theatre.
they inquire
Savouring every moment
then
Creating impromptu platform
performances
Our beautiful Troupe
anxiously awaiting
tired
Impatient traveller
a few midnight connections
having missed
Exhausted
and
Ecstatic
Group Warm up
Teaching
Starting again
With me and
These
New kids
same Tribe
We’ll be
there
Only Hours later
Off and Running to another festival.
>>
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GEORGIA MUNNION
ISTA truly has been my second home from about the age of
fourteen. As a student, I attended four festivals and one TaPS and
still, to this day, have very vivid memories from all five experiences.
I also have friends who I met on festivals as a student and still keep
in touch with. As a young person, ISTA experiences leave a lasting
impression on you. There is no better place for a young person to
create, express themselves, take risks and thrive. An ISTA festival
welcomes you in with open arms, shows you new possibilities and
opportunities, and leaves you wanting more.
At my first ever festival, I remember watching my ensemble
leader in action and thinking: “Wow, that looks like an amazing
job!”. To then be asked nine years later to come on board as
an ensemble leader on the Rome middle school festival was like
a dream come true. I knew my knowledge and experience of
festivals as a student would prepare me well for my first gig as an
ISTA artist and, naively, thought things wouldn’t have changed
very much. How wrong I was. ISTA is ever-evolving and always
embracing new ideas – of course things were going to change in
nine years.
I’ll never forget the conversation with the AD of the festival and
asking him at what point the students performed their pieces. He
looked at me rather oddly, replying: “At the end, of course”. I
thought that was very strange as, in my previous experience of
ISTA, schools brought performances and performed them all at
the start of the festival. I realised then I had a lot to learn. My first
festival as an ensemble leader is all a bit of a blur. I was swept up
into a whirlwind of planning sessions, ensembles, workshops, social
events, an out and about, a final performance and, once it was all
over, I couldn’t quite believe what I’d experienced in three days. I
remember sitting on the plane, flying home and it all feeling a bit
surreal. I also remember experiencing my first after-festival slump,
the feeling of not wanting to be back to “real life” and missing the
constant energy and creativity that a festival provides. I still get the
after-festival slump...
I have also had the wonderful opportunity to take on the role of
teacher accompanying students to a festival whilst at Royal &
Derngate. We attended the Porthleven Youth Theatre Festival
and, despite waking up to collapsed and flooded tents and 15 very
miserable, hungry teenagers on the first morning of the festival, it
was such a fantastic experience. I loved being able to observe my
students develop throughout the three days and find their own
interests and independence.
It’s now sixteen years since my first festival and my love for ISTA
continues to grow. I’ve been part of the ISTA community for over
half of my life and have no doubt that it has contributed hugely to
the person I am today.

JESSE FACTOR
I staffed my first ISTA festival in Moscow in 2002 after completing
a European tour of Cabaret and somehow connected with the
wonderful Sally Robertson over email from various internet cafés
(there was no such thing as wireless back then) and soon found
myself in snowy Moscow ready to jump into my first festival as
an ensemble leader. This was before the artist guides and bumper
packs we have today but it hadn’t been that long since I was an
ISTA student so I sort of knew what I was getting myself into. In
preparation, I excitedly made a greatest hits list of my favourite
ensemble activities.

In Moscow, I encountered an extremely generous and experienced
ensemble of high school students which included a younger next
door neighbour of mine from when we both lived in Bangkok. I’m
so grateful for that group of students as I learned so much from
them working through our series of experiences. Inspired by trips
to the ballet and the circus in Moscow, we embarked on a group
tableau project that challenged students to use spatial composition
and physical dynamics in unexpected ways. I loved watching
the ensemble take the prompts and scores I introduced further
than I ever had as a student. I also learned so much from the
phenomenal cadre of artists in Moscow including Tim Williams,
Suzy Davies and Avital Manor Peleg.
I had met Tim when he led a fire-eating and fire-breathing
workshop that I took as an ISTA student in Bangkok. I was amazed
and enthralled by him and all of the ISTA artists I encountered as
a student during this period, including Kim, Danny Ashkenasi and
Kyle Pollard. At this point in my life, these artists possessed magical
powers to transform the collective and individual identities of the
ensemble but also activate the spaces we interacted in.
Every ISTA festival I have ever participated in since this first
encounter in Bangkok bears the traces of this initial transformation.
I continue to value the connections I’ve made over the course
of my ISTA life and have witnessed my focus on ISTA festivals
shifting from myself (as the student or new artist) to modes of
exchange and understanding between the personal, local and
global communities through artistic practice.
ISTA actively implements what other modes of engagement with
the world speculate about. Our diverse, experiential points of
inquiry seek to both tell and show how we engage with each other
and the world. I often think back on ISTA as a way for myself
as a third culture person to negotiate and explore an evolving
sense of identity amidst an experience of simultaneously existing
on the interior and exterior of various cultural systems. ISTA’s
employment of ensemble and devised work reflects this complex
negotiation and exploration of identity as a polyvalent experience
of personal agency. I’m grateful for the embodied experience and
knowledge ISTA has offered to me as a student and artist and I
am thrilled to continue this exchange as ISTA evolves.

“OUR DIVERSE,
EXPERIENTIAL
POINTS OF
INQUIRY SEEK TO
BOTH TELL AND
SHOW HOW WE
ENGAGE WITH
EACH OTHER AND
THE WORLD.”

ANNA MARIA
HORSTMANN
My first encounter with ISTA was as a
student in high school in 2008 and I
cannot even begin to explain how much
it has helped me become the person I am
today.
I have always had a passion for theatre
but living in the Middle East did not allow
many opportunities to experience theatre
apart from in a school setting. Being able
to go to different countries and making
theatre with kids
that were around
my age as well
as being taught
so many different
new skills, helped
push me into the
direction that I now
work in. It really
made me a lot
more self-confident
and sure of what I
wanted to do after
finishing school.
During my first
year at university,
I was having a
conversation with
my former theatre
teacher. He told
me that he had
recommended me
to work for ISTA as
a tech/production
ensemble leader.
From there I went
to a sort of “training”
festival and, I have
to admit, it felt
very strange to be
on the other side of the workshops. Only a
year ago I was a student and now I was
looking at it from a teaching perspective.
That festival went by so fast and still I
remember how brilliant it was. From then
on I have done about one festival a year
as an ensemble leader and I can honestly
say that no festival has been the same as
the one before.
It continuously astounds me what these
students are capable of doing in only four
days and how much they grow. In my
ensembles I work with students of very
different experience levels. The students

might not know anything about tech
theatre (like me when I went to my first
festival) or they have a lot of experience.
Either way, it is an incredible feeling to
guide them through those four days of the
festival and see them progress and grow.
At the final sharing, the work they present
is one hundred percent their own and that
makes me incredibly proud every single
time.
After each festival I always think back and
remember what it felt like for me when
the final sharing was over. The feeling of
accomplishment that always came with
the end of the festival and I just hope that
when the students that I have worked
with finish the festival, they have the same
feeling too. Even though I have been
doing these festivals for a while now it still
sometimes feels strange not to be a student
any more but it is also a great feeling to be
able to give something back. •

“AFTER
EACH
FESTIVAL
I ALWAYS
THINK
BACK AND
REMEMBER
WHAT IT
FELT LIKE
FOR ME
WHEN
THE FINAL
SHARING
WAS OVER.”

5 things I would like to
see with ISTA in 5 years
KERIANN O’ROURKE
Five years can seem like a relatively short time in the grand scheme of how quickly our world moves and changes on a daily basis.
ISTA will take on many new forms in that small section of history. My vision for where I would love to see ISTA by the end of that
goal period is one that is preparing students and teachers for a future that is open, honest and collaborative while challenging ourselves
and the ISTA community to adapt and change throughout.

GROW. FIRSTLY, I WOULD LOVE TO SEE ISTA EXPAND ITSELF TO NEW
AND EXCITING COUNTRIES WHERE WE HAVEN’T YET BEEN INTRODUCED.
TO WATCH THE RIPPLE EFFECT OF HOW THE LOVE OF ISTA MOVES AND
FLOWS OVER TO DIFFERENT LOCATIONS AS TEACHERS TAKE ON NEW
TEACHING ROLES AND EXPERIENCES IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES. WITH THE
FAST PACE OF HOW KNOWLEDGE IS SHARED, ISTA WILL BE POPPING UP IN
NEW LOCALES AND GENERATING A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE IN EVEN MORE
PLACES WORLDWIDE.
SHARE. COLLABORATION IS A KEY ELEMENT FOR THE GROWTH OF EACH
INDIVIDUAL MEMBER AND OUR WHOLE ISTA COMMUNITY. I ENVISAGE THE
TRUE MEANING OF “SHARE ISTA” WHERE MEMBERS ARE SHARING IDEAS
REGULARLY, MEETING UP ONLINE FOR COLLABORATIVE DISCUSSIONS, AND
CREATING ONLINE SPACES FOR COLLABORATIVE WORK TO EXIST ACROSS
THE GLOBE.
CONNECT. OUR ALUMNI IS VAST AS IT STANDS TODAY. STUDENTS,
TEACHERS AND ARTISTS WHO HAVE EXPERIENCED AN ISTA EVENT WILL
RE-CONNECT AND MEET TOGETHER TO REMINISCE AND SHARE THEIR
EXPERIENCES. I HOPE TO LEARN THROUGHOUT THE NEXT FIVE YEARS ABOUT
HOW SO MANY PEOPLE’S ISTA EXPERIENCE TODAY, SHAPES WHO THEY ARE
IN THE FUTURE.
GIVE. I SEE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ISTA CONNECT FESTIVAL
PROGRAMME ESTABLISHING ITSELF IN MORE AND MORE COMMUNITIES IN
NEED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. TO USE THEATRE TO EXPLORE, CONNECT
AND BREAK DOWN THE DIVIDES BETWEEN PEOPLE IS AN AREA OF ISTA
WHERE TOGETHER WE CAN TRULY MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
EXPLORE. AS WE GROW AND DEVELOP, I SEE ISTA CONTINUOUSLY
EXPLORING NEW WAYS OF DOING, DEVELOPING SKILLS FOR EXAMINING
EXCITING AND CHALLENGING THEATRE PRACTICES AND LEARNING
FROM A DIVERSE REPERTOIRE OF WORLD THEATRE TRADITIONS. I SEE AN
EVOLUTION OF OUR ISTA COMMUNITY THROUGH EXPLORATION OF NEW
PROGRAMMING, SEARCHING FOR NEW IDEAS, AND SEEKING NEW WAYS TO
EXPRESS OURSELVES TO THE WORLD.
>>
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MIKE WEST
There are some places where I think it would be wonderful if an
ISTA festival could happen there. We have to completely pass
by with a smile any sort of logistical or permission problems. No
thoughts of finding food or accommodation or trying to convince
administrators that 100 young and enthusiastic children would be
fine climbing all over their site – “It would be an addition!” Some
spaces resonate because of the history they have seen and some
just because of the power of their design. These spaces just have
a something about them and it would be wonderful to see our
students tap into that. How about Ellis Island? Think of the stories
and all of the emotions that have happened there. All the people
who passed through with feelings of hope and anticipation but
also maybe regret and sadness for things left. Hope, fear, looking
forward, looking back, stepping into the unknown... too many
starting points to choose from. What about Pompeii? Again, more
stories and evocative atmosphere. Those who died weren’t taken
by surprise. Many people died having already left the city but they
returned to collect valuables and got caught in the ash. There is
also the contrast between the everyday life of the city and what
we now know as a great tragedy during the eruption. And then
the fact that it all lay hidden for centuries. So many possibilities for
theatre. Can you imagine groups of students creating pieces in the
host of possible sites they would find in these two places?
How about any of Europe’s great cathedrals? Some are the
most amazing spaces and again are so full of stories and have
incredible sound qualities. And not just the ancient, medieval
buildings. Coventry cathedral, completed in 1962 is one of the most
atmospheric spaces I have ever visited. There is just something
about it that touches. The very space itself has the power to move
without the overlay of our stories. I wonder what theatre students
could create there.
How about ISTA at the Globe? Now there is a thought and it
could, maybe, be something that is not in the realms of the fanciful.
I was lucky enough to be taken on the stage during a guided tour
– something which often doesn’t happen. It is a powerful spot. All
the theatre focuses there. I’m sure our students could come up with
some wonderful theatre exploring the possibilities offered by using
the balconies, the pit and the stage. Mouth-watering. Ephesus, too,
the only one of my five I have never visited would be a wonderful
venue to explore sound, chorus, and movement. Students always
rave about the festivals they attend but can you imagine the effect
of exploration and of the creation of theatre in such places? It
would be a truly unforgettable experience.

TOM SCOTT
For me ISTA is a community and one I am hugely proud and
honoured to be a part of. Day to day it’s easy to forget how
important the work we do is. I don’t mean that negatively, far
from it, and it isn’t just a job for me, but it’s always so amazing
when you see on the ground the impact ISTA has and I remind
myself of this as often as I can.
My journey with ISTA didn’t start that long ago, I wasn’t a former
ISTA student, a drama teacher nor had I ever heard of ISTA.
I stumbled across it by chance and with several stars aligning
perfectly - and for that I am truly grateful. For me the next five
years needs to cherish this sense of community, from engaging
with people from all backgrounds and utilising skills to ensure we
keep voyaging forward and steering the ship in the right direction.

“NO MATTER HOW
SMALL WE THINK
OUR IMPACT
MIGHT BE, IT
ONLY TAKES US
TO GALVANISE
THE MINDS OF
A FEW PEOPLE
TO IMPACT THE
WORLD.”
ISTA has kept the same values and goals since it began and this
is truly unique. How many companies can say that what they
do has worked pretty much the same way for over 30 years?
Reading this back to myself sounds strange and almost archaic but
actually why wouldn’t we stick to what we know works? While
I appreciate the need for us to change and develop - keeping the
core principles by which we all stand is in essence the reason why
it has been so successful. Every year ISTA will introduce something
new, change its stripes slightly or discover and develop a new
initiative or stream of work; after all, with the global climate this
is the only way to ensure our longevity and protect what we do.
However, we must always remember our roots and develop our
work with these in mind.
Something I hold very dear to my heart is how diverse we are and
how it isn’t necessary for us to scream and shout about it. It’s just
the norm. The world today doesn’t have enough love, period. But
we can change that. No matter how small we think our impact
might be, it only takes us to galvanise the minds of a few people
to impact the world. We could be teaching and inspiring the next
world leaders, musicians, actors, teachers, parents... the list goes on.
How humbling to think that we have the great honour of instilling
these values. Showing young people and adults the importance
of love, kindness and compassion for all people regardless of their
beliefs, backgrounds, genders, sexuality and physical or mental
capabilities. So many organisations feel the need to publically
promote the work they do to encourage and support equality and
diversity in the workplace but we don’t. It’s one of the things I’m
proud to say is the norm. I recall a great speech by the American
astronomer Carl Sagan called Pale Blue Dot which I think sums
up perfectly the place the world needs to get to. Do look it up.
Fortunately for us, we are already there.
So that’s my thoughts. ISTA is a story that keeps creating new
exciting leaves and a story people read with great wonder and
interest. My hope and belief is that it’s a story people will continue
to tell for many years to come...
It is and continues to be a great pleasure...

RANDY MOSS
I love watching bamboo trees. With the
slightest wind they will sway gently and
in the wildest storm they will whip, bend
and adapt. But as I watch their graceful
movement or their occasional violent
dance in the wind, I am always comforted
by their ability to recover and to remain
strong. As I watch, I am reminded that the
bamboo’s beauty is found not only in the
amazing flexibility of its trunk and branches
but in the strength and steadfastness of its
roots. This is also how I have viewed ISTA
over the last quarter of a century I have
been associated with the organisation and
am sure what we can expect in the years
to come.
I have watched ISTA adapt from a
small team of artists bringing Western
Theatre ideas to a few select international
students and teachers to a network of
students, teachers and artists bringing,
sharing, teaching and celebrating world
theatre traditions across the globe. I have
been around to watch ISTA sway from
a single festival format to offering diverse
opportunities based on age groups, social
issues, location, technical skills, curriculum,
theatre traditions and in many cases the
needs of an individual community. I have
watched ISTA sway gently in the breeze
and watched it adapt to strong global
storms but with all the growing, adapting,
service and change I know and celebrate
the roots that have allowed our strength.
I attended my first ISTA event in 1994.
At that event, my students were placed
in ensembles. Not groups, not teams, but
ensembles. At 100s of classrooms, festivals,
TaPS, AIRs, master classes and meetings
since that first event I have been part of
ensembles, lead ensembles and have even
tried teaching ensemble. But mostly I have
learned how being an ensemble is the roots
to the ISTA mission, vision and events. For
25 years, I have seen students, teachers,
staff members, hosts and visiting schools,
the ISTA board and staff contribute
their personal best to work together to
create an organisation that is stronger
than its individual parts. I have seen the
organisation come together to teach, learn,
explore, share and present theatre as a
means to celebrate the diverse cultures,
individuals, traditions and always the
human conditions that define our global
community. In all the changes of wind over
the years, the outward sways and dances
of ISTA have altered but thankfully the
roots have remained strong and intact.
I do not know how the winds will blow in
5 years but I am confident that as long as
we as the ISTA ensemble continue to take

care of our roots we will continue to grow,
celebrate, learn, create worlds though
theatre and be beautiful.

EMILY ROSS
First and foremost, I would like to see ISTA
continue the incredible work already being
done providing collaborative educational
experiences for both students and educators
around the globe. The festivals, TaPS and
professional development offerings are of
the highest caliber and receive glowing
feedback year over year. So kudos and
keep up the great work.
Although there are many potential areas
for ISTA to explore, I would like to write
about only one area that I would like to
see ISTA expand upon most which is near
and dear to my heart: the service learning
arena. The ISTA Connect festivals, just
coming out of the pilot phase, seem to
have had a really powerful impact on all
involved: participants, facilitators, service
learning partner groups, and host and
participating schools. With the goal of
connecting diverse groups of young people
through a theatre education experience
by participating in service learning
activities, the emphasis is on mutual
learning, collaboration and creation and
has the benefit of spreading the ISTA
ethos and offerings to disadvantaged local
communities.
Students at international schools – often set
apart from the communities where they
are located - are able to “burst the bubble”,
or connect and engage with local residents
and their cultures in a truly meaningful
way. Participants gain a broader view of
the world and their place in it through
the connections made during the festival.
By collaborating with local communities,
students become aware of different issues
and challenges faced by other children and
can reflect on their roles as global citizens.
With the expansion of this programme and
the creation of similar ones, schools will have
the chance to not only broaden and deepen
the positive outcomes for their students and
the service learning partner groups, but
also to foster long term relationships – and
therefore long term impact as well - with
groups outside the schools in their local
communities. The programme provides a
wonderful opportunity for students and
educators alike to participate in an applied
arts service experience.
With so many
different challenges facing so many people in
the world today, there are endless possibilities
for engaging students in important, relevant,
and purposeful activities that promote social
justice, compassion, international-mindedness
and resonate with the ISTA mission. •

5 defining festivals

MICHAEL WESTBERG ON THE FIRST
CONNECT FESTIVAL
Jakarta. Traffic. Trash. Trash pickers. Street kids. Smiles. Inspiration.
Connections. For me, ISTA has always been about making
connections.
It was an introduction to the world of Jakarta’s street children that
led to my hosting the very first ISTA Connect festival in April of
2014: Hidden worlds. In the previous 25 years I had participated
in multiple festivals as a host, visiting teacher, SEL, Rep and AD.
I was keen to initiate something new - something innovative that
had never been done at any other festival before. What could I
do to make this a completely new experience - one that would
have such impact that each participant would experience a
transformation that returned them home a different person than
they had been when they arrived... ?!
The inspiration for my festival came from the life changing
experience I’d had during a new initiative established at my
school (JIS) two years earlier, called Burst the Bubble. On the
first non-teaching day back on campus, the entire staff is assigned
to different service groups that venture out into the real, yet
often hidden, world of Jakarta’s less fortunate citizens. I was
lucky enough to be sent to KDM (Kampus Diakonia Modern),
an organisation that offers a safe haven for street kids providing
them with shelter, education and daily meals. Spending the day
getting to know those kids changed my life. We had fun playing
drama games and other ice-breaker activities. The kids were so
hungry for the connection and fun, and like most people who get
involved in community service I returned to school with a new
sense of purpose and real connection to my local community. It
was then that I decided that I wanted to provide the same fulfilling
experience for my festival guests, include kids from KDM in each
ensemble, and see how the follow up ensemble work would
lead to devising the final performance piece. When I pitched my
ideas about community service venues replacing the usual out
and about type of activities to Sally, she was over the moon and
expressed that ISTA had been hoping to begin this very type of
festival model - synchronicity.
Since hosting Hidden worlds, the Connect model has become my
favourite festival to attend. I’ve been a SEL, AD, Rep and taken
kids to other Connect festivals. Each unique festival has continued
to blow me away with the impact they have had on the artists,
students, teachers and all involved in the festival - indeed, everyone
returns home transformed. The visits and interactions with the local
community provide a purposeful, authentic and relevant focus that
guide the entire artistic process. When the young artists and artistic
staff return to the festival site they arrive energised and keen to
explore and share the issues and themes that have surfaced during
the excursions. Everyone is replete with concrete ideas to develop
during the ensemble sessions. I have observed that the connections
made during the community service sessions allow the students to
feel empowered to contribute and participate fully to the creative
work throughout the weekend. The resulting final performances
are true celebrations that reflect the countless connections, both
human and intellectual, that were made during the festival and
hopefully continue to be made after everyone returns home. ISTA
is truly about making connections.
>>
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GILLIE KERROD ON THE FIRST
PORTHLEVEN FESTIVAL
The first Porthleven festival was a very special one for us. It was
full of firsts. It was the first time that we had travelled to a festival
by minibus, the first time that we had camped, the first time that
we had attended an ISTA festival in the summer holidays and the
first time that we had attended a festival where the participants
were aged 8-19.
So, it was full of unknowns and new experiences for all of us –
participants and adults alike. It was not without challenges - from
the torrential rain on the second night which flooded the girls
out of their tent to the dreadful traffic on the way home which
resulted in a 14-hour minibus journey back to Yorkshire. But it
was a wonderful experience and none of us would have missed
being part of it. The theme was Salt and the festival concluded
in a magical final performance in a marquee on Porthleven
Harbour front. There was something very special about watching
such a wide age range of children and young people all working
together to create such a beautiful piece of theatre. An original
and imaginative piece which included some new music, stunning
examples of physical theatre woven into stories devised and
created by the young people. All created with the expert help of
Dinos Aristidou, Jez Gregg, Sherri Sutton and Matt Baker.
Apart from the one dramatic downpour, the sun shone on all of
us for the rest of the festival. Cornwall is a beautiful county and
Porthleven is a particularly picturesque part of it. The ensembles
worked all over Porthleven including in a former lighthouse station
on the edge of a rocky beach. Everywhere provided inspiration
for the final piece. As an added bonus, we were able to go to
see the wonderful Kneehigh Theatre Company perform in their
Cornish home The Asylum. We had such a fantastic time at the
festival that we were keen participants of the following Porthleven
festivals and were very sad when they stopped taking place.
We were thrilled to hear that there is now a new ISTA Cornish
summer festival further down the coast in the university town of
Falmouth and we are making plans to be part of it this year.
Fortunately a film crew was there to capture all the Porthleven
festival experience for posterity. It includes interviews with the
young people and the ensemble leaders, part of the final piece
and, of course, the stunning location of Porthleven itself. The film is
on the ISTA website and well worth a look. It’s great to have such
a reminder of a wonderful experience.

RANDY MOSS ON THE FIRST
FESTIVAL THAT WENT OUT AND
ABOUT
Sometimes things happen for a reason. The 1996 International
School of Beijing (ISB) festival was certainly one of those times.
At the time, ISB was housed at the Lido Holiday Inn in Beijing.
We were a very cramped but enthusiastic school. Our middle
school principal travelled with me to the International School of
Bangkok’s middle school festival and said on the way back that we
should host a festival. So, when we got home I “faxed Pat” (!) and
the community began the task of organising the festival.
I had attended ISTA festivals the two years before in Kuala
Lumpur, Bangkok and Melbourne and while there had only
seen hotels and schools. Although each festival was an amazing

experience, I felt like I had gained very little understanding of the
local culture. So, feeling it would be short sighted on my part to
bring folks so far and not have them experience some of the China
I had grown to love. And having no room at the Inn, literally,
and realising that many people would be travelling to Beijing and
China for the first time, I decided to organise the festival so to
allow for one day of the ensemble work on the Great Wall of
China and another day at the Forbidden City.
The festival was truly inspiring and all weekend long the visiting
students, teachers and a very special team of ISTA artists kept
coming to me and sharing how much this festival meant to
them. As I watched the final sharing of the work that weekend,
I felt very proud that folks at the festival were leaving not only
having gained an invaluable theatre experience but were leaving
celebrating Chinese culture and the people of my adopted home.
Flash ahead ten years to my last year at ISB and the last of several
festivals I would host at the school. As Dinos Aristidou was saying
the thank yous at the end of the TaPS, he spoke of the ‘96 festival
as being the first “out and about” festival and how it has inspired so
many festivals since then. Certainly I was honoured but also had
to smile as I sit in the huge theatre in our beautiful new purpose
build school that had so many spaces to work and create and
thought back to Lido and the old campus and why the first out
and about happened.
I was also reminded how many people in that small school and
community had worked to make the event possible and how a
group of ISTA artists had been so willing to adapt and adjust to
allow the out and about to lead the learning. I love the ISTA motto
“creating worlds though theatre” but also am proud that ISTA
has placed huge importance on “celebrating worlds, cultures, and
diversity while creating theatre”.

IAIN STIRLING ON THE FIRST MIDDLE
SCHOOL FESTIVAL IN ASIA
Twenty-five years ago, in 1992, Nancy Mock and I were preparing
to host the first ISTA middle school festival in Asia at Taipei
American School (TAS). From Vienna International School (VIS)
where my life with ISTA had begun, I went to TAS full of the joys
of ensemble, students at the centre and creating drama. All credit
to Cathy Funk, middle school principal and my boss, who barely
batted an eyelid when in her office, I described the work of ISTA
and proposed we join, take middle school students to a festival
in Paris, attend another festival in Europe the following year and
then host at TAS. That’s exactly what we did.
Sally Robertson, now ISTA CEO, was working at the festival in
Paris and it was a good chance for a discussion about hosting at
TAS two years later. Scores of schools have hosted ISTA events
over the years so many of you know how great it is and how
tough the preparations, the event itself and the aftermath can
be. Luckily Bill Siegfried and I had hosted a high school festival at
VIS - that helped.
Of course, dozens of people joined in. TAS was used to hosting
students for major Interscholastic Association of Southeast Asian
Schools (IASAS) events and so parents, administrators, teachers,
support staff and students volunteered to join the effort. The
Guy Lott Jr Auditorium became, for the first time, the focus of
an international middle school event and you can imagine how
exciting it was for all of us. Dr. Lott (TAS Superintendent) had
hired me in Rome in 1989 and I was very keen to create the means
of letting him and the TAS community see how talented, creative
and responsible our students, visiting students and ISTA was.

You all know how energetic and ready for action students in
middle school are and how friendly and able to adapt they can
be. Our long weekend swept by in a whirlwind of events and
the school resounded with the enthusiasm, noise and creativity
of scores of students. After the closing celebration, the hugs, the
tears, the sharing of phone numbers and addresses - no email
then - took over, before that inevitable drive to the airport took
place, Nancy and I took a deep breath and threw ourselves into
the next production.

NANCY JENKINS ON THE FIRST
FESTIVAL IN TRANSLATION
Endlessly circling... In a magical place with special people at a
moment when all the stars aligned, an iconic festival was born. It
began with the desire to host a festival at the International School
of Yangon in Rangoon during the 2001-2002 school year. The
school year that began with the shock waves of 9/11. Burma was
still languishing under the rule of the generals who had seized
power in 1962 and transformed a democratic nation, known as
the rice bowl of Asia, into one of the seven poorest countries in the
world. Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, the opposition leader, now head
of government, was once again under house arrest. What could a
festival in this magical, yet little known, land possibly look like and
who would be able to take part?
I wanted the festival to be about Burma and its beguiling culture
and troubled history. I did not want participants to arrive and
experience only the expatriate bubble that was my school. But
how to achieve this without putting the Burmese at risk from
military intelligence and who could I call on to give me a link to the
world of the fine and performing arts? Even the question of what
to call the country and city where we were hosting the festival
was laden with political symbolism: was it Burma? Or Myanmar?
Rangoon or Yangon? As the wife of the British Ambassador, I
resolutely used the names that the Daw Suu’s party used: Burma
and Rangoon but was that too risky?
A seed was sown when I learned that that World Vision’s work
in Rangoon included a group of young people who worked on
an HIV/AIDS project and had created a play to show to their
communities. One of our Burmese teachers Win Aung proved
to know all kinds of dancers, puppet masters and musicians. The
manager of the Strand Hotel, a famous but now crumbling relic
of colonial and democratic times would let us use the ballroom for
our workshops and performances.
But how to curate the festival? With the wisdom and guidance
of the two Sallies, something special began to take shape. Each
ensemble group would work on one theme which was related
to an aspect of Burmese history, with one Burmese art form and
the entire festival would be tied together with an anthem that
the participants and ISTA artists would create together. And the
World Vision young people? Why, they would be participants
in the entire festival, of course. And their play would be the
performance they brought to show us.
Two things stand out for me. The grand finale with the song
where it didn’t matter where people had come from or who they
were, they were part of something bigger and something better...
something magical. And the heartfelt sobs of all the participants
as they realised that the magic of the festival was over... but such
magic never entirely disappears because it is the magic created by
theatre. Thank you, ISTA. •

“FOR THE YOUNG
PEOPLE WHO
EXPERIENCED
THIS FOR THE
FIRST TIME, TO
WITNESS THEIR
AUDIENCE TRULY
CONNECTING WITH
STORIES ON AN
UNCOMPROMISING
PERSONAL LEVEL
WILL CHANGE
THEM, THEIR
UNDERSTANDING
AND APPROACH TO
WHAT THEATRE
IS AND CAN BE
FOREVER.”

5 “aha!” moments
SIMON BELL
I feel like there is an “a-ha!” moment at almost every ISTA event
you go to, whether as an ensemble leader, workshop leader or
participant. However, there is one moment that continues to stick
in my mind, my “a-ha” moment is from Florida TaPS several years
ago. I was leading a physical theatre master class using some of
Frantic Assembly’s techniques. Absolutely none of the participants
had heard of the company and most were very unfamiliar with
this style of theatre and certainly didn’t bring this kind of work to
their students in their own classroom. I could tell many were visibly
nervous or uncertain as they walked into the room at the start of
the session.
Having had my own training in the United Kingdom and being
exposed to the wide variety of theatre available in London
growing up, physical theatre has been a part of my own
theatre vocabulary since I was a child. It didn’t take long for the
participants to let go and before they knew it they were creating
dynamic and emotionally open work. It was a real “a-ha” moment
to see teachers discovering their own ability to create and perform
physicality that they never thought they could and leave with the
confidence to deliver this to their own students.
The precise moment that sticks in my mind was when one
participant stopped the masterclass three quarters of the way
through and emotionally spoke to everyone about how amazing
it was that the group had only known each other for 24 hours and
were sharing so much of themselves and being such incredible
risk takers. Following this another participant opened up about
how the work had been a catharsis for a personal struggle she
had been through that year and another spoke of how because of
injuries that had led to decreased mobility for her, she had always
shied away from physical work and yet here she had managed to
create something genuinely meaningful.
It was such a special moment to have all shared together and it
really reminded me how vital it is to keep being an active learner
and keeping pushing your own craft outside of your comfort zone.
For some of the teachers at that master class, the opportunity to
try something completely new had led to emotional, artistic and
professional growth. Especially as a teacher, delivering material all
the time, it is easy to stay within the boundaries of what you know
and are comfortable with - yet we ask our students all the time to
be risk takers. This moment still reminds me of the immense value
of challenging our artistic boundaries.

LOUISE CLARK
ISTA festivals are always full of “a-ha!” moments, whether they be
inspirational moments, moments of learning or moments of pure
joy, so to choose just one seems an impossible task. However,
faced with such a task I have chosen to draw on a very recent
ISTA experience - an unforgettable few days. This “a-ha” moment
was a powerful reminder of why we do what we do.
The festival was inspired by the personal stories of foreign domestic
workers in Hong Kong, in particular a group of amazing women
who have joined together to form a choir - the Unsung Heroes
- as a way of sharing their stories and building a community.
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Individuals from the choir came into our ensembles and shared
their lives with openness and honesty. The young people asked
insightful questions with empathy and also with an innocence
through which their natural curiosity and desire to understand
shone through. The students were moved by, and exposed to,
a side of their own lives, many of whom have foreign domestic
workers in their own homes, which had previously been unseen.
The conversations throughout the festival about how the audience
may perceive their work were frequent and full of struggle –
negotiating sharing aspects of these real lives, being careful with
peoples’ stories, highlighting the complexities and difficulties, and
with the constant knowledge that the women we had met would
be seeing their stories reflected back to them.
The true “a-ha” moment was on the final day of the festival during
our “dress rehearsal” for the final sharing. The members of the
choir were present as they were singing as part of the event and
it was the first time they would see the work inspired by their lives.
From almost the opening moment tears began to flow, not only
from the Unsung Heroes but also from the students. The power
of seeing the impact their work was having on an audience and
on the source of their inspiration was palpable. Afterwards we
discussed the impact in our ensemble. What had become clear
to them in that moment was that the liveness, the close physical
proximity which theatre offers us, the connections made between
artist and inspiration, the sharing of moments face to face and the
atmosphere created by people gathering together with a collective
intention is what makes theatre great. This was a wonderful
realisation and understanding to bear witness to, and be a part of,
as an artist teacher.
We all know theatre is about people and stories but a moment
of genuine truth and realisation of this is powerful, restoring
and re-energising. For the young people who experienced this
for the first time, to witness their audience truly connecting with
stories on an uncompromising personal level will change them,
their understanding and approach to what theatre is and can be
forever. This was a moment when the power of theatre shone
through. It may have been reminiscent of other experiences but
it was a true “a-ha” moment in its own right and one which I will
consciously search out in my journey from now on.

BEN VARDY
January, 2016. Moscow. Falling snowflakes fill the air, blanketing
the ground. The wind blows hard and Moscow, huge and grey,
hums and buzzes beneath the blizzard above. Apparently,
for Moscow, this was a mild January. I dread to think what a
severe one looks like. The theme for our festival was Out of this
world. Space travel, Sputniks and stars. My ensemble group was
energetic. Very energetic. However, there was a small subset who,
rather than bouncing off the walls like their peers, had all their focus
centred on small colourful contraptions that clicked and whirred in
their hands. What were these devilish devices that absorbed them
so? They were what most of the world would call Rubik’s cubes;
seemingly innocent toys that many of us might casually fumble
with every now and then in a vain attempt to “at least try and get
the green side solved”. However, there was nothing
>>
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casual about these “cubers”, they were
completely inseparable from their six
sided addictions, enslaved by the puzzle’s
moreish charms. It quickly became clear
that these cubes were detracting from the
ensemble’s progress and when my first
attempt at a “no cube solving in rehearsals”
rule wasn’t heeded, I decided to go a step
further.
“I’m afraid I’m going to have to take these
cubes off you. I’ll return them at the end
of the session.” The addicts looked at me
as if I was starving them of oxygen but
I stood my ground and at first it seemed
to work, until minutes later, new “back
up cubes” emerged from hidden rucksack
compartments dotted around the room. It
was clear that I was fighting a losing battle.
I went back to the hotel that night, tired
and frustrated. I ordered some Borscht
soup from the restaurant but couldn’t
enjoy it as I was completely preoccupied
with those damned cubes. I left the table
without finishing my bowl and a few
minutes later I was lying in bed, the soup
digesting gently in my stomach. How could
I get rid of those pesky cubes? I was at
a loss. My stomach rumbled loudly. Those
cubes, what could I do? Once again, my
belly burbled. I paused. It was almost as
though the half-digested beetroot was
trying to speak to me.

“OOZ-ACOOBZALOOZO,” MY
STOMACH
GRUMBLED
“What was that you said?” I murmured,
half asleep.
“Ooz-a-coobza,” repeated my belly.
“Use the cubes?” I muttered. My stomach
fell silent. The penny dropped. “That’s
it!” I shouted, leaping out of bed. “I can’t
keep fighting the cubes, I have to USE
the cubes!”
The next day, I came into rehearsals with
a spring in my step.
“Let’s try making a scene about the first
person to solve a Rubik’s cube in space.
Or how about a Rubik’s dance? Or
maybe some Cubic music?”

The group wasn’t sure at first but it didn’t
take long for the idea to gain traction. Yes,
it was a bit of a strange direction but it
felt exciting, it felt like we were making
something that related uniquely to our
group.
Our final piece had many ideas in it but
the Rubik’s cube played the starring role;
we ended our showing with one of our
most powerfully addicted cubers thrusting
his fist in the air, cube in hand. HE was the
first person to solve a Rubik’s cube in space,
and as far as we knew, WE were the first
people to tell his story. The moral: always
listen to soup.

CARLA WEISS
Returning from an ISTA festival in Paris, I
discover a strange man meditating on my
futon couch. I’m 22, so I’m not surprised.
Our funky London flat is well-located and
nice-smelling, a palace for couch-surfers.
The meditator, a friend of a friend, is in
town to expand his US-based theatre
company which works in prisons. He has
kind eyes and before the worn duffel slides
from my shoulder, I am recounting my
disastrous tale of 12-year-old boys gone
wild at my first ISTA festival for middle
school students.
He pours me a whiskey from his dutyfree stash.
“How were you dressed?” he asks.
Is Theatre Behind Bars flirting with me?
“I was wearing a purple spandex leotard,
my multi-coloured sweatpants and pink
high-tops.”
“And what did you do when the students
entered the room?”
“What I always do. I asked them to take
off their shoes and join me in a circle on
the floor.”
“Did you talk to them like you’re talking
to me?”
“How am I talking to you?”
He swooshes his hands around in the air
like he’s doing the Charleston.
“I’m not sure I get where this is going. I
dress like I dress, I talk with my hands.
None of this should make a difference if
I know what I’m doing. Which I do.”
I had already been teaching theatre for
four years. For the past six months, in
between rent-money stints as a London
tea lady, I had travelled around Europe
joyfully exploring and creating with avid
international high school students and
their teachers. The ISTA work made
the hours of pouring tea – in a green
polyester uniform, with a doily on my
head – bearable.
“A group of middle school students
entered a classroom – a place where

teachers are usually sitting behind desks
– and found you sitting on the floor in
purple spandex,” he says. “You asked
them to take off their shoes, instantly
creating an atmosphere of vulnerability
and then you waved your hands around
a lot so they didn’t know where to look.”
I take a long sip of whiskey.
“That feels so wrong,” I say. “I don’t sit
behind a desk when I teach theatre. I’m
not going to alter my personality and
clothes so young boys can handle the fact
that I am a woman who talks with my
hands...”
My wise visitor tops up my glass.
“Kids, like prisoners, are used to routine,”
he says. “If you want to disrupt, you need
to do it slowly. This is what I tell the
artists who work in prisons. Create a safe
environment at the start, then it’s easy
to break the rules. Try leaning against
a desk or sitting on a chair when the
students come in. After you’ve established
yourself as The Teacher, you can roll
around the floor and cluck like a chicken
- they’ll be right there with you. For the
first day, wear something less jarring.
Why give the young kids so much work
to do? Be direct with your gestures.
When your hands fly around it’s hard to
follow your words, especially for visual
learners.”
At 22, I thought teaching was just
passion. There is passion, and there is
discipline.
To be great at anything, you need both.
Aha.

with thoughts and activity ideas. From
the moment I began planning, the postit notes would be moved around, shifted,
added to and replaced and the writing on
them would get smaller and smaller, as
the festival went on and I got more and
more ideas after meeting the participants
and having planning meetings with my
ISTA colleagues.

KRISTEN VAN
GINHOVEN

Having that “aha!” moment in 2011 has
resulted in me having so much more fun
with it all. It has brought a spontaneity and
excitement into both my preparation and
my time in the room with the ensemble
which, ironically, has resulted in all of us
having a great time together. •

My ISTA “aha!” moment came while
working as an ensemble leader at a TaPS
in London, England, in October 2011.
During an ensemble session, when we
were talking about the show we had seen
the night before, I realised that an ISTA
participant’s “good time” at an event had
to do with so much more than their time in
an ensemble with me.
Prior to that London TaPS, I would
always put so much pressure on myself
to ensure that each and every participant
in my ensemble had the best time ever
during those hours in a room together
because I felt that ensemble time was the
determining factor in a student’s good time
at an event. I now find it hilarious that I
was so convinced that a participant’s time
at ISTA would be solely determined by
their hours in my ensemble. But, believe
that I did, so towards that end I did
everything in my power to be the most
prepared and the most fun ensemble
leader ever. My planning notes would
be covered with a zillion post-it notes

Finally, in 2011, at that London TaPS, I
realised that a student’s “good time” at an
event had to do with SO MUCH more
than their time in an ensemble with me.
While that did play a part in it, it also
had to do with ALL the other amazing
things that are part of an ISTA event: the
trip to another place, going to the theatre,
the master classes, the food, the out and
about, the host family or hotel and, of
course, most importantly, meeting the
other participants.
It sounds silly to me now, especially since
I’ve been part of ISTA since 2005 but the
light finally dawned in 2011 and it was like
a huge weight was lifted. Happily, because
I am who I am, I don’t really prepare any
less. I still have as many post-it notes as
before all over my planning documents but
I do have a much lighter feeling about it all.
I realise now that if there is a student who
doesn’t seem completely engaged during
my ensembles, I will do what I can and in
the end that student will probably have a
great time at the event anyway because
ISTA events are completely awesome.

“ISTA
FESTIVALS
ARE
ALWAYS
FULL OF
“A-HA!”
MOMENTS”
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“BUT WHAT IT REPRESENTED
WAS PROFOUND. AFTER ALL,
THIS IS WHAT ISTA DOES: IT
TEACHES YOUNG PEOPLE HOW
TO FIND AND BELIEVE IN THEIR
WINGS – HOW TO FLY THROUGH
THE ACT OF CREATION.”
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